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ORANGE SHOW UNVEILS SPORTS PLATES

Inland Empire Latino
Lawyers Provide Help
Inland Empire Latino
. Lawyers provides free legal aid
clinics to Riverside and San
Bernardino County residents; is
open on Monday evenings at
660 North Colton Ave, Colton
92324, sign in 5-6 pm only, and
Wednesday evenings, 2060
University Ave, Riverside,
92507, sign in 5-6 pm only. For
information call (714) 3693009.
New Crisis Line Number
Alternatives to Domestic
Violence has a new toll-free crisis line number of victims of
domestic violence. The new
number is 1-800-339-7233
(accessible to all of Riverside
County except local Riverside
calling area) with the local number (Riverside/Moreno Valley
local calling area, or out-ofcounty) (909) 684-0829 remaining the same, with the new area
code.
Eighth Annual Martin
Luther King Luncheon
The members of the Rialto
Black History Committee, will
be holding their Eighth Annual
Martin Luther King Luncheon
on January 18, 1993 at the San
Bernardino Hilton Hotel, 285

East Hospitality Lane, in San
Bernardino, California from
11:30 am to 1:30 pm.
For ticket prices or ad information call (909) 874-2989 or
(909) 874-4392.

Eighth Annual Santa's
Christmas Train
The Orange Empire Railway
Museum in Perris, will operate
their Eighth Annual Santa's
Christmas Train on Saturday
and Sunday, December 19 and
20, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Santa will
greet riders aboard the "North
Pole Limited", a train of
restored 1920's passenger cars,
headed by a 1922 steam locomotive. Also operating, will be
restored Pacific Electric Red
Cars and trolleys.
The museum is located 1 mile
south of town at 2201 South 'A'
Street, Perris, in Riverside,
County. Call (909) 657-2605
for infonnation.
Holiday Gala
Scholarship Benefit
The evening will include a
buffet dinner, live music, raffle,
door prizes, live entertainment
and dancing.
Special entertainment featuring the BRE DANCERs will be
presented at one show only at
9:00 pm. The Bre Dance Studio
Performers consist of 30 students forming 6 dance teams
that have performed for local
functions and participated in
dance competition.
For more information call
Dorothy Cole (909) 789-1171.
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Rheubottom, Kelley
Receive Webster Awards
; ff

M

y purpose in life is
to serve God and
i i be a broker of people" said
' ·George Webster in an interview
with Black Voice News .
Webster was preparing to do a
television special on KCSB 's
Winner's Circle, when 2 days
prior to tapeing he fell in his
driveway and never fully recuperated. Webster, Mr. San
Bernardino, was one of the best
loved citizens in the city of San
B'ernardino. His memory will
live on because a major award
has been named in his honor and
last November 20, 1992, at the
George Webster Memorial
Award Breakfast, many gathered
to pay tribute to his memory and
to announce the names of the
first recipients.
The winners were: Lucy
.. Th!3.. Natlonal Orange unveiled eight plates ·donated by Mr. ·Davi
Kelley, of Lake Arrowhead and
resident since 19.5 7; ori Wednesday/ December 9 at 10:30 a.m.
the NOS Sports Center
Harry Rheubottom, Sr. of San
· located at 930 S. Arrowhead Avenue In San Bernardino. The plates are the works of, the
Bernardino. Others nominated
. foremost portrayer of race horses, artist and sculptor, Fred Sto . Mr. Light donated the
were: Faye Rodgers, William
. plates to the National Orange Show.,Sports Center In memory f slate wife, Alyce Lucille
Cozzo
and Gloria Cover.
Light, who was an ·avid horse lover and extremely knowledgeabl n both horse racing and
"The
award was developed
breeding. Pictured Above (I to r) Brad Randall, Director of Satell Wagering; David Light,
i because Webster was the best of
· Donor; W.E. Cozzo, Board of Governor; Ester Armstrong, Gene I Manager.
·
i the past and future of San
......,_;.._F
_______..;.;;.._I_I____. Bernardino. He was a Historian
and his optimistic and enthusiastic spirit gave the community
By LA SHA BAKER
times, greeted me. I introduced ente ' her office she ushered me pride. He was indeed a vibrant
myself and informed her that I o a c nference table by the Senior Citizen." said the orgaere it was'. the day of was there for my three o'clock oor.
king around the room, nizers.
Lucy Kelley, at 95, has been
my appomtment to appointment to interview the it a"""'"'"''11 quite comfonable and
involved
in her community for
interview
Mayor mayor. Glancing at the ock, I was oderately furnished. Her
many
years.
She started two
Frizzell at 3:00 p.m. What an was relieved, it was exactly desk was "neatly cluttered" with
Republican
organizations,
shops
excellent opportunity to learn three. For a moment I felt iike papers, books, and files. It looked
for
senior
citizens,
and
takes
more about her background, on a Cinderella. Mercie said "just a like more than a day's work was
personal and professional level. moment", and went through the waiting for her. As she joined me them to the doctors. If you want
Arranging an appointment protocol of announcing my a the round table we said a few someth i ng done in Lake
was the easy pan. It seemed as arrival. Returning she said the
ords in jest, and the interview Arrowhead she is $ere to do it.
though it was going to be harder mayor would be with me shortly.
PERSONAL DATA: She They call on Lucy for anything
to keep it! I was running a little I seated myself and glanced over c e from Michigan in 1960 to that needs to be done. In
behind, and the traffic that had my notes. Five minutes later the
,backed up was not helping. (I mayor, wearing a darlc brown taithought that I would ask her lored suit, appeared from her
about plans to help alleviate grid- office. Approximately five feet
lock.)
tall, she was walking briskly l'(;""1 harles Seymour's relaI finally arrived at my destina- toward me while still giving \:,_., tionship with students
tion, City Hall, seventh floor.
orders and suggestions to a goes beyond the call of duty.
Parking was a breeze. Pad, young lady who I assumed was His relationship with good teachpencil, tape recorder; I was one of her staff. Are you here to ers is one of dedication and comready. There wasn't the nonnal see me" she said. " Yes", I said as mitment. But if you want to get
hustle and bustle one would I reiterated my name, Sha Baker. him upset, let him see a teacher
imagine of the Mayor's office. She directed me to her office, who is just there for a paycheck
Mercie, the receptionist, who I while still commenting and ela - or a parent who doesn't spend
had spoken to on the phone a few orating to one of her staff. As we time with their child and his
blood pressure goes on the rise.
PARKING IN RIVERSIDE TAKES ANOTHER TURN
Seymour, then vice-president
of the Optimist Oub, is the most
active volunteer of the College
Capable Cats, which began two
years ago at Curtis Middle
School.
The program is
designed to encourage and educate underrepresented students in
the college preparation process.
The program was working
well. Seymour wrote 1600 col.
leges around the nation with the Volunteer repairs trl-c cle.
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Rev. Brooks Elected
President Of SBCA

New Study Reveals Blacks In
The Bible
Pg. A-3
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Harry Rheubottom
Arrowhead they say "We Love
Lucy." Support abounds and
she is called the Popcorn Lady
at community gatherings, senior
citizen housing coordinator,
founder of Lake Arrowhead
Meals on Wheels, Past President
of the Women's Republican
Club. She volunteers for anything and everything. She has
that community spirit that
Webster had. Giving back more
to the community than she
receives. She is Mrs Lake
Arrowhead.
Harry Rheubottom, Sr. holds
the distinction of many firsts.
He is the first Black disc jockey
on the radio in the area. member and past President of the
Kiwanis Club, past Lt.
Governor, Division 36, Kiwanis
International, Governor Elect of
Serra Club, President San
Bernardino County 4-H
Sponsoring Committee, board
member Inland Empire Boy ,
Scouts of America, board member Adult Correctional Advisory
Council San Bernardino County
Probation, member California
CONTINUED ON B-8

harles Se~mour Helps Students Go To College
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Hair Cut Mara,hon For Youth
By JEFF HILL

E

Black Voice has been following the parking Issue In
Downtown Riverside for a few weeks. The Issues
surround the hand held computer which tickets
persons lndlscrlmlnantly even If they move their car
and return. Black Voice Interviewed other business
owners who want free parking for the employees and
customers, Just like the Tyler Galleria, that was
subsidized by tax dollars. This week the traffic officers
returned to marking the tires with chalk. It was said the
computer had too many bugs In them. If that Is true
should persons who were ticketed have to pay for the
parking ticket experiment?

an adult. Hair stylist within the
Inland Empire Area will participate in this event that seeks to
rebuild pride back into the
Westside of San Bernardino.
· Shaw says that Hair Tech will
provide free hair cuts on
Sunday, December 27, 1992,
between the hours of 8:00 am 4:00 pm, at 1558 W. Baseline
Rd., Suite 106, San Bernardino,
in the new Westside Shopping
Center. This event will also
kick off the Grand Opening o
Hair Tech Salon.

ric Shaw owner of the
"Hair Tech Beauty
Salon", has opened his doors to
youth trying to build a positive
self worth for the children going
into 1993 by providing FREE
haircuts. Shaw, a native of the
San Bernardino area, believes
that children feel better about
themselves when they think that
they look good. Shaw thinks by
providing a free hair cut for
request of college paraphernalia
youth they will return back to
to decorate the office and the
school's "Hall of Ambition",
school with a positive outlook
on education. Shaw states that
Shaw states that he is com- which is located a few blocks
something as simple as a haircut mitted to providing quality and from the school. Eleven hundred
could help a family who might affordable prices for African responded with letters, and colnot have the extra funds to pro- Americans, along with assisting lege paraphernalia. He develvide their child with a fresh cut in saving our most precious oped a logo then used it to print
on a regular bases.
resource... our youth. For addi- folders. He, through private
Hair Tech will provide a free tional information contact Eric donations, sent students on vari- ,
haircut to any youth, 13 years Shaw at (909) 884-0012.
ous cultural trips.
old or younger, accompanied by
CONTINUED
ON
B-8
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U.S. Schools Need Competition

GUEST EDITORIAL

BLACK AS EQUAL
by RALPH E. MITCHELL
Writer/Producer and talk show host Tony Brown recently wrote
in an article, "All Black Males are endangered in one respect:
Whites see Black manhood as a threat." Perhaps Mr. Brown refers
to the threat of infiltrating their to longed white-bred,
socioeconomical, politically correct supremacy.
This writer chooses to entertain the belief that Black men
everywhere should strive full steam ahead, not to compete with but
stand upon firm ground with and in influential, successful
cooperation with our white counterparts. When we realize that more
young Black men stand a greater chance of being shot by another · ,
Black man than j?;Oing to college, suddenly an eerie shadow is cast , ·
upon the future of ordinary day- to -day living for many young Black
men. However the facts, the governmental statistics and the very Tony Brown
reality of everyday life cannot be ignored. The gross reality is in
strict contrast to the deterring factors that will condemn many, and
eports and studies
to an even greater degree prove fatal to many more.
repeatedly condemn
Drugs, gang violence, continued alcohol abuse, massive
America's school system
unemployment and other domineering socioeconomical factors are
public
and private - as the
teasing and tormenting otherwise highly gifted and intelligent
worst
in
the
indusbialized world.
young men away from the vast resources of personal achievement
The
average
class
and success and plummeting them down to levels of disgraceful,
valedictorian
in
the
United
States
worthless fodder. In order to even consider a healthy, trusting
assimilation into productive cooperation with our white would rank as an average student
counterparts, the Black man must first rid himself of the insidious (in the 50 percentile) in China.
cancer like slavery that he imposes upon himself and allows others says Christopher Whittle,
of
Whittle
to render upon him likewise. Just saying NO is only the beginning Chairman
Communications.
That
should
of the fundamental solution. There MUST BE careful, orchestrated
give
you
some
idea
where
the
follow-up and education to begin and positively maintain a strong,
average
American
student
ranks
nurturing self- esteem.
Success is within the Black reach and must be strived for from worldwide - at the bottom.
And we 're talking about the
all points positively and peacefully. How much more enriched and
generation
that we will depend
valuable Western Civilization would benefit if both Black and
on
to
run
the
trains on time,
White men of success and in positions of positive
bring
us
our
warm
milk in the
influence (business, culture, education, the arts, etc'.) were to
nursing
home
and
deliver
our
effectively combine their talents and strengths for the betterment of
.
Social
Security
checks
if
they
and a politically correct society. However, we remind ourselves that
prior to any such collaboration, there again would have to be a
fundamental acknowledgement of the Black man's personal
attitude toward self-esteem and value and the realistic contribution
BY ERIC GRAVENBURG
possible through such an affiliation. On the o~e hand statistics
continually reveal a horrid and potentially pessimistic picture of the
he political and social
Black man's future. The socioeconomical forecast calls for a bleak
relationship between
future for unemployment within inner city boundaries, medicare
African Americans and Latinos
costs to climb, education strengths to weaken and a moderate
has for the most part been very
decline in participation in other social developmental, and enhanced
delicate
and complex. As the
agenda's.
needs
of
each
group eme11e an
The other hand would reveal a reiterance that despite all
resources
dwindle,
th
hardships and personal restrictions, success is within the Black
opportunity
for
friction,
nsio
man's reach and MUST BE strived toward without further
hesitation!!! Despite lingering traces of poverty, illiteracy, and potential conflict exis.
Sacramento Bee Columnist
substandard employment opportunities and social suppression,
Dan
Walters, in his book "The
Black Men CAN rise up to a noticeable level of achievement and
New
California", describes the
success and then share that same knowledge and experience to
various
political scenarios tha
assist others assimilate into a desired fellowship of unity and
are likely to emerge given the
sharing with our white counterparts.
changing demographics of
Ralph E. Mitchell
California.
He asserts that
Freelance Writer
African Americans and Latinos
Nashville, Tenn. 37208 327-0494
in particular will not be a potent
force in shaping the political,
educational, and economic
landscape of California.
Walters bases his theories on
were in withdrawal.
I believe minor league baseball is the perception that African
But fret not baseball lovers, one of the best buys for family out- Americans and Latinos have
Riverside has enticed a minor league ings. But you better hurry up and get limited resources, lack a
team from Reno, Nevada to come your tickets, because the baseball definable ideology and are
south and San Bernardino has wars are not over. All of the commu- politically unsophisticated.
enticed the Salinas Spurs to come nities listed above may be in jeop- Walter forecasts California will
south also.
ardy of losing their hard won teams, be more likely to be controlled
With all the franchise movements if and when Temecula, Moreno by an older Anglo population
going on, Riverside and San Valley, Perris and Banning imple- with a coalition of conservative
Bernardino counties now have it ment proposals for new stadiums. Asians. This group will not be
going on. The California League's And you can bet they will be step- inclined, Walters states, to
Southern Division in 1993 will con- ping up to the plate to take their turn support educational reforms and
sist of teams entirely from the above at bat for a minor league fran- endeavors of equity for the
mentioned two counties - San chise................
majority of African Americans,
Bernardino, Rancho Cucamonga,
Trivia Question Answer: Two Latinos and the poor. If this
Jtiverside, Palm Springs and High time National League MVP Barry stereotype is exercised by indiDesert (Adelanto).
Bonds.......... .
viduals like Walters, then the
current political and economic
disenfranchisement of African
Americans and Latinos will
widen, and be exacerbated by
the conflicts between these two
groups.
Established in January of 1973
The Black Voice Newspaper is a weekly published on Thursday by Hardy
Los
Angeles
Schools:
Brown and Associates, P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, California 92502. We may be
Barometer
Inter-Ethnic
reached in Riverside at (909) 682-6070, 3585 Maln St. Suite 201, Riverside,
Tension Or Cooperation
92501 and In San Bernardino at (909) 889-0506, 1S83 W. Baseline, San
Currently, Los Angeles
Bernardino, 92411.
Unified School District reports
The Black Voice News sells for SO¢ per copy. Subscription rate Is $32.33 per
year. Out of state subscription Is $37 per year.
that 63 percent of K-6 school
Adjudicated, a legal newspaper of general circulation on July 8, 1974, case
population is African American,
number 108890 by the Superior Court or Riverside County.
Latino or Asian. From grades 9The objective of the Black Voice Newspaper Is to communicate information
12; 59 percent are African
to all members of the Inland Empire.
Americans,
Latino or Asian.
Stories published ln the Black Voice Newspaper do not necessarily reflect the
policies nor the opinions of the publishers. The Black Voice news Is audited by
The ethnic mix of Los Angeles
the Consumers Paper Verification Service. We have over 35,000 readers per
schools and the contiguous
week.
communities are undergoing an
The Black Voice News Is also a member of the West Coast Black Publishers
amazing
metamorphosis.
As.wciatlon (WCBPA) and the National Newspaper Publishers Association
Schools and communities that
(NNPA).
We reserve the right to edit or rewrite all stories submitted for publication.
were once predominantly
STAFF
African American, are being
Publishers .....- ...................................................................Hardy & Cheryl Brown
transformed. As schools'
Editor ............................................................................................Billy Johnson, Jr.
populations change, to be more
Book Review Editor ........................, ...................................Paulette Brown-Hinds
reflective of t~e communities
East Coast Editor .............................................- ..........................HardyBrown, Jr.
from
which they reside, parents,
Assistant Editor Children's Features ..............................................Regina Brown
Production Assistant ...................................................................Shawndi Johnson
both indigenous and immigrant,
Sports Editor ........................................................................................Leland Stein
are beginning to put pressure on
Distribution .....................................................................................Rickerby Hinds
school
systems, to respond to
Photographer ..........................................................................................Sam James
their
compelling needs.
Photographer ................................."'................................................Willie Bellamy
Unfortunately, school officials
Advertisers should contact Cheryl Brown In Riverside (909) 682-6070 or In San
and districts have been unable to
Bernardino (909) 889-0S06.
cope with the multi -ethnic
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can read the address.
We have another set of studies
outlining what should be done.
Year 2000 goals abound:
increase the high school
graduation rate; U. S. students
will be first in the world in
science and mathematics;
students will receive knowledge
and skills necessary to compete
in a global economy, etc.
Instead of becoming hopeful
from such goals, you get sad. All
around you is nothing but
rhetoric without action or action
that moves us even further from
those laudable goals.
For example, this year
Detroit' s teachers struck for
more money and power. Starting
salaries are already over
$40,000. A precious month was
lost that could have helped high
school
seniors
prepare
themselves for college and other
students prepare themselves for
high school. Teacher's salaries
should increase, but only when
productivity
(acquired
knowledge and skills of
students) does.
Whether teachers should make
more money won't mean much
to the public, however, until the
products of the schools improve
and
someone . becomes
responsible for the low skill

level of its graduates.
Presently, if a graduate cannot
read the high school diploma, no
one in the education system is
responsible. But as taxpayers we
are responsible for the salaries of
administrators, teachers and
supervisors who train the
graduates.
New York City, for example,
has more school supervisors than
France and the state of New
York has more school
supervisors than all of the
countries in Europe combined.
In fact, the New York school
system spends more per capita
on students than anyone but New
Jersey and gets a lower student
performance than anyone but
New Jersey. However, New York
schools lead in condom
distribution, classes on AIDS
and is now engulfed in gay pride
education for first graders.
Whatever you think about those
issues, the present emphasis does
not teach the s~lls these young
people need to survive in a
technologically-led global
economy. What do we need?
Competition. Just as the U. S.
carmak~rs have improved their
product as a result of
competition from the Germans
and Japanese, so will American
schools improve when another

system provides a better product
(the graduate) for the same or a
lower cost
The answer might be The
Edison Project of Whittle
Communications that will create
1,000 "real-life schools," using
market principles, that will
charge the same as the existing
cost locally and guarantee a
"real-life" product.
The key to our future is
increased productivity and
increased productivity is only
possible if we increase the skill
level of workers and that's only
possible if we improve our
education system - especially
for the bottom fifty percent of
our population.
If we are going to beat the
Germans and the Japanese in
"bottom up" production, our
workers at the bottom are going
to have to be smarter than their
workers. Simply put, education
is an economic issue.
Maybe when the demands of
the marketplace shake the
bloated bureacreacy into reality,
it will compete - and save our
children's future and this
country.
Call Buy Freedom 900
Network 1-900-454-0411 ($1.99
first min./99 cents each addl.
min).

African-Americans And Latinos Collision Or Coalition
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the school population. These
ethnic communities seek the
curricula, counseling, and other
programs to address the specific
needs of their children. This
tension between and among
ethnic groups has resulted in
African American, Latino and
some Asian children not being
served by the current
educational structure . The
dropout/pushout rates and low
educational achievement of
African Americans and Latinos
te.nsion and the diverse needs of especially at~nner city schools

speak to the failure of schools to
address the education of these
groups.
Education, which has always
been perceived as the panacea for
underrepresented
and
disenfranchised groups, now
appears to be more of an illusion.
As African Americans and
Latinos begin to vie for the
control of schools and seek
economic and political influence,
potential for conflict between
each group is heightened.
CONTINUED NEXT WEEK

The 1992 Elections And The Black-Labor Alliance
By NORMAN HILL
1992
national
elections were of historic
imponance for what we at the
A. Philip Randolph Institute call
the "Black-Labo r Alliance."
Both Black turnout and overall
turnout were up dramatically.
Black voters supported Bill
Clinton's presidential candidacy
overwhelmingly (82 to 83
percent nationally), and also
played a key role in numerous
congressional races. Clinton
quite simply could not have won
without the Black vote.
Obviously, he also needed (and
got) a much higher share of
White support than Dukakis
received.
Without eight key states and
their 105 electoral votes,
however, Clinton would have
lost, and his victory margin in
those states depended on Black
support. For example, he won
Ohio by 1.8 percent; Blacks
voted 83 percent for Clinton,
and were 10 percent of all
Ohio's voters.Other key states
where Blacks helped swing the
vote to Clinton were Georgia,
Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan,
New Jersey, Tennesse e and
Kentucky.
Strong Black
support even almost won for
Clinton the unthinkable
Republican strongholds of
Florida, North Carolina, Texas
and Virginia.
Bill Clinton's presidency
should have a positive impact on
our alliance. His positions on
numerous issues affecting all
workers, especially Blacks, can
lead to fundamental reform in
our economy and society. He
supports a decent wage
economy, an industrial policy
with a clear worker voice,
universal quality healthcare,
banning permanent replacement
of workers in l egal strikes,
ending the "right-to-work"
cancer in southern and other
states (many with high Black

populations) that hurts workers'
wages and unions, fair trade to
keep our living standards and
environment decent and retrain
those workers (especially the
low-skilled,
who
are
disproportionately Black) hurt
by trade, strong civil rights
enforcement, a constitutional
guarantee of women's equality,
full representation for the
District
of
Columbia's
overwhelmingly
minority
population,
unpaid-jobprotected leave for family or
medical emergencies, public
school reform, fully funded
worker
training
and
apprenticeships, fair taxes,
welfare reform, voting rights
reform, and minimum wage
increases tied to cost-of-living
increases.
Bush was wrong on all these
issues; Perot was either wrong,
panly right, or took no stand on
them. Each of these issues
really deserves its own editorial
to clarify the dramatic, positive
impact each would have on our
alliance.
Perhaps more
important than any single issue,
however, is the difference in
tone and access for workers in
Clinton's Administration. For
example, his Cabinet may well
include representatives of or
those wftli close ties to the trade
union and civil rights
movements, leaders frozen out
by the Bush and Reagan
Administration.
Clinton's
appointments to the National
Labor Relations Board, which
oversees labor disputes and
workers' rights, should actually
be at least neutral towards
unions, rather than actively
hostile (and rabidly proemployer), as the last twelve
years' appointees have been.
A number of misperceptions
(or to be blunt, lies) about
Clinton and the Black vote must
be challenged. One particularly
vicious lie was that a candidate
cannot appeal to both Black and
White workers simultaneously

on universal issues affecting all
workers.
As one Black
newspaper in Georgia stated in a
pessimistic headline, "Clinton
Seeks the Impossible: Black
Voters and White Male Support"
(subhead: "Blacks Play Wait
and See"). This negativism was
fed by the far left and
. separatists, suiting their interest
in division and narrow racial
dogma.
A crucial paradigm and
power shift, which the naysayers either ignored or
underhandedly
opposed,
deserves attention here. APRI
co-founder Bayard Rustin
argued prophetically in 1964
that Blacks must move "from
protest to politics," and this
election saw Black elected
officials playing the central role
as early Clinton backers. This
natural evolution contributes to
the present and future
mainstre aming of Black
America.
A similar misunderstanding
relates to Clinton's "moderacy."
Pundits scratched their heads as
Clinton received strong Black
support in the primaries and ori
into the summer and fall. Many
intellectuals, often rooted in the
professional or managerial
classes, have never clearly
grasped the difference between
economic and social liberalism.
It has always been APRI's
contention that campaigns
emphasizing
economic
liberalism and the common
interests of all workers would be
ultra-competitive politi cally.
Clinton's success supports our
views, as does Bush's lastminute superficial campaigning
on issues of healthcare,
education , and training, and
Perot's emphasis on industrial
policy and creating a decent
wage economy.
Bush and the right win never
"got it." Reluctantly admitting
the economy was cu rrently
sluggish, they never saw the
CONTINUED NEXT WEEK .
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Opportunities For Higher Education At Low Costs

BRI

at community colleges to $10
per unit with no maximum. Most
alifornia Community classes are offered for one to
lnterlochen, DanceAspen
Colleges Still Offer three units of credit. The new
To Audition Students
Terrific Opportunity for a fees will take effect in January
Higher Education Despite the 1993 (spring semester), and will
Interlochen Arts Academy, impact of the state budget on sunset in January 1992 .
the nation's premier fine arts student enrollment fees for Previously,
California
high school, will audition dance California community colleges, community college enrollment
students Sunday, Feb. 7, in these schools still provide a fees for residents were $6 per
Riverside, as part of a nation- college education at one of the unit with a $60 maximum.
wide tour conducted with the lowest costs in the nation, A,lthough Governor Peter
DanceAspen Summer School, an according to Dr. Jim Bisi, Wilson proposed raising the fees
intensive ballet-based workshop Crafton Hills College (CHC) to $20 per unit; the state
in Colorado.
dean of students.
legislature opted for the lesser
The audition will begin at 4
The philosophy of California increase.
pm at the Riverside Ballet Arts, community colleges is that
''The tuition here is still much
3840 Lemon Street. It will con- education is the key to better lower than you '11 find anywhere
sist of a ballet technique class, jobs, a better economy and a else," Bisi said. "Community
followed by pointe work.
better quality of life. The lower colleges are a terrific
To participate, students must fees at community colleges are opportunity for citizens living in
be between the ages of 12 and considered an investment California. The opportunity for
17. They should bring pointe resulting in a more educated an education here is unparalleled
• shoes, two 5" X 7" photographs · citizenry. "Community colleges in the world."
in first arabesque, and a $10 reg- are close to home, more
The state also enacted, for the
istration free to the audition site. affordable and provide a quality first time, a differential fee of
Students must remain at the college education," Bisi said.
$50 per unit for California
site until the audition is completRecently, due to the large community college students who
ed.
deficit in the state budget, already have baccalaureate
The Academy Da.,ce Division expected growth in school degrees. Exemptions to the $50
features a ballet-based curricu- funding in California was pared. per unit fee are displaced
lum, which emphasizes perfor- One of the results was that the homemakers ,
dislocated
mance; modern and jazz comple- state increased enrollment fees workers, people receiving Aid
ment the course of study.
1
1

C

for Dependent Children need for community colleges.
(AFDC), people receiving Social
The state was originally
Security Supplemental Income, considering charging any student
general assistance recipients and with more than 90 units $112
nonresident students paying per unit; however, strong college
district advocacy throughout the
nonresident tuition.
Students who already have . state resulted in the lower fee of
baccalaureate degrees often $50 per unit for baccalaureate
attend community colleges to and graduate degree students.
Other fee increases at CHC
upgrade their existing skills or to
enhance their knowledge in include the parking fees, which
other areas. The state have been increased from $15 to
determined that, due to the ~20 per semester. For those
state's fiscal crisis and its impact stu:ien~ buying yearly parking
of funding to colleges, it was passes, parking fees increased
necessary to establish priorities from $25 to $35. The parking
for community colleges. fee revenue will be used strictly
Students who do not yet have for expenses related to repair
degrees are considered to be and improvement of the campus'
among those with the greatest parking facilities.

The health fees at the college
were raised from S7 .50 per
semester to $10 per semester.
Currently, CHC offers more
than 48 majors in the liberal arts
and sciences, vocations and
technical studies. New students
planning to register at CHC
should note that there is a large
demand for courses such as the
sciences, English and math.
Appointments for regular
registration, January 11 - 15, can
be made now at the CHC
Admissions office.
Crafton Hills College is located
at 11711 Sand Canyon Road in
Yucaipa. For more information,
call the Admissions Office at
(9()())794-2161. Ext 350.

New Study Reveals Blacks In The Bible

role did they play? Were any of
Any group of people ignorant
dam was made from the biblical writers Black? Was to their history is like a tree
dirt: "And the Lord God Ham(Noah 's son) Black? Is without roots . If you ~o not
formed man of the dust of the th.ere biblical evidence of a know your history, you do not
ground, and breathed into his "curse" on dark-skinned people? know your destiny. If we can
ostrils the breath of life; and What color was Jesus? Did discover some positive things
man
became
a living Black people receive Christ in about our past in Scripture and
soul"(Genesis 2:7). Dirt, as we slavery, or did they bring their early Christian history, it would
know it today, can be a wide faith with them to the shores of certainly make a positive impact 1
variety of colors, but it is America? Were there Black upon our present pilgrimage.
usually black, brown, dusky, red people on the earth before the
clay or sandy. Based on this days of Noah? What role did
BEYOND ROOTS : IN
~x~- information, if Adam were Africans play in the early days SEARCH OF BLACKS IN THE
d~gestivftract exposed fogastric
recurrence ifiyou '.ye living today, he would be of the Christian faith?
BIBLE, foreword by Dr.
acid ".and ':/a n enzyme called had .,tllem·; pie follo'Niilg mea,r classified as "Black".
Every year colleges and Anthony T. Evans, continues to
'pepsuC "f
.
•· • :.:.:' ;/sures'canhelp:
; '
{>;
Rev. William D. McKissic, seminaries graduate people sell for only $7.95 postpaid and
' Many factors contrib~te to ' '.,·•'r {you must take 'aspirins
and three of his closest friends cannot answer these basic can be purchased by sending a
· . the development of ulcers to · ···•other non-steroidal anti-inflam- have over twenty years of questions. Knowing the answers check or money order to Turman
·.·. .include aspidn, ibuprofen., :c>r ... Jnatory drugs regularly, take the college and seminary training to these questions can be Research & Marketing, Attn:
.• other n6~·$teroiaal anti-inflam:; .· sm_aile'st:' possible ·•dose and under their belts. Before this extremely
helpful
and Beyond Roots, 4401 Shangri-La
study,
none
of
them
could
educational
to
Black
people.
If Dr., Knoxville, Tenn. 37914.
maiory d~gs~'pg~tte smpking ~i ~¥f~YS _Ulk_~:it 'Yith foo,d. _Enteri.~
answer
biblically
or
definitively
you
think
the
answers
to
these
"fifty cents of each book sold is
. .s~ms,to,ip~m,o,i,~{)l!.cers. '.', " . . 'r f 5?1tt~ aspmns JS a good idea. •· ' .
basic
questions
such
as:
Were
questions
are
unimportant
or
donated
to the UNCF", says
.. . }1o§t\~9:~tl,y,1thas been di~~ .'iJ'ioJc1,1own f~o-~,or. ~~erage
covered thaea .common bactena .. has been determmed ,to cause there Black characters in the irrelevant, you need to read Tony Turman, president of the
called Helicobacter pylori is pre- " ulcerfb~t it won't hurt'to avoid Bihl~_? Who were the¥? What ch.apter 1 carefully.
company.
sent in tp.~ stomach or duode- anything that seems to cause
Many Types Of
HOLIDAY
num of most people with ulcers. indigestion or discomfort. If you
Stores
This is good news because drink alcohol, do so in moderaFree
Holiday Picture With Santa
OURS
I
GREAT VARIETY! .
Ernest Levister M.D.
antibiotics kill this organism and tion and never on an empty
Saturdays and Sundays
OPEN
•Jewelen
thus may offer a cure in some stomach.
•Stereo&! Tapes
EVERYDAY!
PEPTIC ULCERS
circumstances. How these bacte>If yqu smoke, quit.
•Mens & Ladles Shoes /
Boots
, De,a r Dr. Levi'ster: I have a ria are transmitted is unknown. · . . ",'.' ,, , ,
.
•Mens & Ladles Clothing
peptic ulcer: It recu!:8. I under' A Veter,a!l,S ,Administration · \;;>A~k you~ physici~n- a~o~t
•Socks & Lingerie
stand there 1s a new_treatment. study ., ias shown that treatment · treatment with an ant1b1ot1c m
•Baby Clothes
, lJNDER
•Toys
What is it? Turiuriy Pain. ·
" with ~tandard ulcer drugs along . . conjunction with the standard
NEW
•Harley Davidson Apparel
Dear Tummy Pain: An,ulcer , . with
two ,,week course of ulcer drug,regime.
MANAGEMENT
•Luggage
INC.
'i s a crater-like sore - in the antibiotics decreases the relapse

A

:;6~~ ~1; i~tr~'. i~:U; i:1t~rI~t\.:{s~t§iatffi&?~'.~ :*8t io

Our
Bodies

,.;rience .~

or'

!FONTANA INDOOR!

a

SWAP MEET

stomach it's called a gastric
ulcer and in the first portion of
the small intestinesit .is called a .
duodenal ulcer. A-~ptic :ulcer is

ra~e. One should note, though,
You may direct your letters to
formerly Fontana Discount Mart that antibiotics aren't a magic Dr;' Levister in care of Voice
9n3 Sierra Ave, Fontana, CA 92335
. bullet. More research is needed.
News; PO Bo:X 1581, Riverside,
. , The QeSt P!~)s always to try _ C.(92502. ,
y~:-:·::.:-:;~~y ...; '!!-:-:~: ~~ · ~':·=> ·:</\:-:-:.:;)/@::.::::..r:·:~:<-\:::::i:.. ❖_-:;~--=::= ·•\?= .. %~#$b:-A~\it~::~;F\~~/~,: ~-%~P~>i1::i#~~- =~\-::·:i::-;:::::\t!::.~-::::(:%~=-f;/;v<,KU:~.:-~~<"~·:.t~;;
____ ,. ·,,. .:~ ;:;,.r:~ ::::..
;l\ft'~l!Ofreshor.cooked meat, poul~ FOR LEASING INFORMATION:
~->::·•:...•,·:·':: :-·.•·•,:•·~~:;:,.., '
Ftfy,.or fish should arrive frozeiror CALL (909) 428-0818.
,:'still hard in.the middle. If never
orie_e'atly;'?Jl<l save yourself the< frozen, Jt should be cold to the ATTENTION DOCTORS, DENTISTS, NURSES,
OFFICE MANAGERS!!!
trouble' ofrunrung fro"1). ~ore to·'.•: touch ./
ts. . , . .. ·
· • ..
store duri11gJhe holiday' w~ek;-: ''. 9,Ham-w~th the exception of
Keep the] tur~ey frozen µp · dry'.-cured country hams~';!>ak:ed
PRESENTING

<,

:!:;

i.ii11i]IL::if~~j
i:•t· · ·•

.:-• ., .

; ;j ~:-91~j>.p
h~se.

homes which have a room that's
oversized or too long, dividers
provide a sense of classification
for what might otherwise be a
"jumbled all together'' look.
Here are some ideas. They
range in price considerably.
To separate the sleeping area
from the rest of a one room
condo, a floor-to-ceiling shelving
unit is a possibility. One client
made a wall of storage by stacking readymade modular boxes.
For support, some of the shelves
are pennanent and the entire unit
must be anchored to at least one
wall. The remaining shelves can
be adjusted accordingly. A combination of boxes with and without backs offers an open, airy
feel.
Of course, the beautiful
Chinese lacquer screens with
their intricate artwork make an
appealing statement to a room's
design. They tend to lend a touch

of formality.
Screens can be custom made
panels, covered with fabric to
coordinate with the room's
decor. This really helps tie the
room together and keeps the
rhythm of pattern and colo
flowing.
Graceful,
architectural
columns can differentiate areas
without actually taking up a lot
of space and are perfect fo
smaller areas that just don't have
room for a full-fledged divider.
Even furniture can be used to
divide areas of a room. The classic ex ample of this is the
"floating" sofa, often supported
by an intermediary sofa table.
Do you have an area in you
home that needs to be defined?
Remember, "Divide and
Conquer''
For appointments please call
(909) 789-1172.

Vendors Wanted
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OneonOneOB
1800 N. Westem Ave. Ste. 202
San Bemardino, CA 902411

Tri - Star
Family Dental Centre
• General Dentistry
• Dental
Lab On Premises
.
• Same Day Repair
• Most Insurance Accepted
• Children
•Seniors

HOURS

Mon. Tues.

~

Thurs.

9 A.M-6 P.M.
Wednesday
10A.M.-7 P.M.
Friday
9A.M.-GP.M.

s:;~r:;.~·

106 North Eucalyptus
(Corner of Rialto Ave)
Rialto
(714) 875-1299
.

.

Call For Your Appointment ·
Dr. Robert Williams

i'

(3atl,7~jo,,,tU-4{1,/'~4tl

.

Tri - Star

~

Z,~11/h/,
?It.a E~eeu,-e ~ e"'°"

• 1tdc~e

McGILL-OWNER

.

'

•SNl4t~
• ';ile.cta~tH
• 1.~tf'JB(!cu,

CA 92807
{800) 899-8910 FAX {909) 693-7832
FRANK

;'STH::C 'AVAILABLEi 1

~- ~ S#Udt ~ fHI, 4He:
• A 'P41a#t E~ 1ltdkat St4H

ANAHEIM,

One way to add interest to a
rectangular or (heaven forbid) a
square room, is to create a sense
of separated space with dividers.
Especially for those living in
efficiency apartments and even

•African Coths / Arts
•And Much More

OFF

•

Callfornla Medical Distributors
A Full-Line Distributor Of
Pharmaceuticals, Medical Supplies/
·1a1ce0 it·ouf.io\thaw.,order aJres.h+/don't need 'ref,rigeratiori;;otJ:wr Equipment, Prosthetics, Home Health Care
bird
ahead Of'fuiie; and pick 'it uI?. '-~~1,.· 'tyJ)e·.• I{swnmer
sausa e;\Eebarton I Supplies, Orthopedic, And Dental Needs.
•:t.=:f':1· ·.. ·.-:-;-; ;:, .,_;/(/·:·;:, ;.x.: -~•
. . ., '!•i·:tr;_t• ..~,.,-:r.,yi•♦ •'." •·""1 •·•:·8 ,~.,..~ ... Mo/>-· " ->,.,.
1 or 2d.iiY~:,before you plan to bologga, ';('hunnger) do. If the 1 One Of The Largest Black-Owned Medical
cookit ;,·:"' ·
labetsays i•refrigerate", the Distributors In California Serving National
And International Customers.
QUESTION: What should I
, · ,, .. ,,
,,
sausage should arrive ~Id. ' .
Orders Shipped Within 24 Hours.
consider whenshoppini(fora
QUESTipN: Wh3:t factor~ . ;OP~~~se -'IJlere ~h~ulq,.be. no
Same Day Delivery For Pricing,
~ey?·
•·· ;: ' .i:' 4\>,¥c"¥:•{t :'..,)r·:' '.\'sh,o~_dI.;fon~~-de,{ ;r:v~e&I ;~~ive.
cheese exceB,t;y,-p~t •~s
·.,.s<l<ANSWER:,•·· Same.
'
.
t1me
this
food
m
the
mail?
::L.,)
..
•
···
,
·.
·
>
.
part
of
its
nature
:-blue
mold
m
Avallablllty,
And To Receive A Catalogue:
.,
..
.
. ..,,
.
.•• •··•· ·•••·• .• .·
.., h . ,. ='· .... .,,. ·• .
.. .
'" '
year by d.e ciding what kind ,of
,.;~SJYE~: ,S.ince Jh.~ holi1~Y,;;;;1
~~,~~(7
for.example. f :,; . ·.
turkey you want before you go > s~asQn1s.at1me that we receive ':;; iAJ)H.C ~eesecake, ,,penshable
CALIFORNIA MEDICAL DISTRIBUTORS
'~hopping. If finding the right- ' .food gii"ts' 1n themail, we should,. ,!Je,c_aii~ of its irig~ents, should
1571 HARMONY CIR.
pized b~ is criti~f~c.PU¥l ,F~et e~:'f,se~r~ii~~:;~ .~ i pl~~ilt~t\i~,;r~ ;;;~ r ii:-:
·•.

n se Elllson-McCarthy·
THE GREAT DIVIDE

-Great Gift Ideas

•Brass Items

30%-70%

:=

Home & Body

DECORATING

•Beauty Supplies

Dr~ Lloyd B. Wallcer

I

:
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Allen Shows B.ronze Sculpture Of Malcolm X

BR
Taking Care Of Business
Back On Television
The popular cable television
show "Taking Care of
Business", sponsored by the
African American Chamber is
back on the air and may be
viewed on Cencom Cables
Channel 49, every Tuesday
night at 7:00 pm. The latest
shows
are
featuring
Employment Services experts.
from the County GAIN program.

Kiwanis Basketball
Tournament
The 35th annual Kiwanis
Basketball tournament will be
held December 26-30 at San
Bernardino and San Gorgonio
High Schools. This traditional
holiday basketball classic will
feature sixteen teams.
Debi Biggs, chairperson for
this year's classic, states that
"This year's tournament promises
to be more exciting than ever as
we will be featuring some of
the Inland Empire's premiere high
school basketball teams".
For ticket information call
(909) 382-2929

PAL To Offer Computer
Training
Computer courses will be
offered beginning January 1993
at the Provisional Accelerated
Leaming (PAL) Center.
According to Dr. Mildred
Henry, Director of the Center,
applications are now being
accepted for the computer
classes to be offered at PAL,
2097 W. Highland, San
Bernardino.
For more
information please call (909)
887-7002

T

ina Allen's work has
been appreciated by
art collectors for many
years. She has always tried to
emphasize the greatness of our
heroes in the African American
community, past and present.
Some of her latest sculptures
include tributes to Malcolm X,
Martin Luther King, Jr., Judith
Jamison and "A Tribute To The
African American Man (ICON 1
&ICON II)."
In recognition of Spike Lee's
current biography of one of our
most controversial heroes, we
would like to introduce TIN A
ALLEN's bronze sculpture in
honor of 'MALCOLM X'. This
piece was created in 1989 and
Ms. Allen donated the first
sculpture to the Schomburg
Center in New York. The
dimensions are 27"x17"x14"
and the edition size is 9 with
only 4 remaining. The price is
$9,000 and a payment plan is
available.
Tina
Allen
is
an
internationally
renowned
sculptor and painter. Her creations have appeared in some of
the most prestigious galleries in
this country and abroad.
To Sculptor Allen, molding
her lifelike figures is like
writing our history in bronze".
This talented young woman has
focused her historical body of
work on demonstrating the
greatness . of the Black

•,

community. In particular, muc
of her work centers on the Blac
male which Allen insists is n
coincidence. She relates
deliberate attempt to capture th
spirit and strength of "The
Urban Prince: African American
Male Youth" who has become
"endangered internally and
extemally".
Allen 's career took off by
leaps and bounds when she won
the national c ontest th at
awarded her the $85,000 dollar
commission in 1986 to create
the nine and one-half (9.5) foot
A. Philip Randolph statue.
is
magnificent im age of Labo r
Leader Randol ph is a tourist
attraction at Boston 's Amtrak
Station. One o f her mos t
memorable moments was when
she presented "THE ICON ITRIBUTE TO THE AFRICAN
AMERICAN MAN" to Nelson

BROWN'S BOOKS

IN

TO GET A JOB YOU MUST
BE TRAINED
Free 'Iraining For
Medical Assistants
Certified Nursing Assistants
Greater American Learning Center, Inc. Under the sponsorship of the City of San
Bernardino's Job Training Partnership Act Program is offering free training in Medical
Assistant and Certified Nursing Assistant.
For further information please contact:
The City of San Bernardino's J.T.P.A. Program at:
739 N. !\It. Vernon A\'enue
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) 381-8338

- -

646 N. Sierra Wa~'
San Bernardino, CA •92410 - 4-11..J
(909) 888-7881

Take Advantage Of This Free Training.
We Stay With You Until You Pass The State Certification!

STOCK

EXCELLENCE lL\S MA.NY FACES
.Join !\lilll'r Brewing l '0111pa11~' as WI'
<"l'il·lir,lt(• tlw nation's outstanding
Afri('an Am!'l'inrn L1•;H INs. wi1 h our
t1•nth a1111in•rsar~ Pdi1ion 1,r thP
(ia!IPl'.Y of(;n•als <'alPrnlar
sPri<>s. This iss11P ft•a1url's
1m•ln· <'olor portrails with
lii()graphiPs and ('ssays 011
s11hjl•1·1s of in1PrPs1 to 011r
c-ommuni1il's. The ('all'ndar is availahlP for pun-has(', as W(•!I
as tlw a11tlw111i<· tl'nth ('dition 1-shirt

beautifully demonstrated "Face
to Face with Tina Allen"
appeared in the Los Angeles
Sentinel last month as a feature
for Black History Month. This
personal profile and photo
demons tr ation of he r work
should be seen by all and placed
amongst you r memorabilia to
share with our children.
For catalog information or a
private showing call Bill or
Yvonne Canty at (909) 8800045.

:7-lappy :7-lo[idays

HAVE KWANZAA
CARDS

of Marcus Garvey in Jamaica,
which is being funded by
UNESCO and supported by
Congressman Mervyn Dymally.
She is in the midst of designing
the "BEACON OF HOPE"
statue which w ill be presented to
a distinguished honoree yearly
at subsequent events. Her work
has appeared on sets of the NBC
soap opera Generations, Hill
Street Blues, A Different World
and 227.
A most informative and

and Winnie Mandela during
their visit to Los Angeles on
June 29, 1990.
Her completed works include
Wesley Williams, our first Black
fire chief, whose statue is
erected at the Harlem YMCA.
She completed a breathtaking
lifelike bust of Malcolm X
which will be donated to the
Schomburg Center for Research
in the Black Collection in New
York. Sculptor Allen is planning
to unveil a larger than life bust

Bill Nave ,

and S\\(•atshirt whil'h display <·olor
ima~1·s of 1h1• f(•at1m·d l1•ad1·rs.
\lillt>r \\Ill dona1l' a por1ion or
1IH· Jil'O<'l'l'ds from I hi' saJP of l'a<'h
(;all<·r~· of 1;r1·ats it<·m to
1ht> Thurgood \larshall
Scholarship Fund. pro\·iding •f ,\Par sl"holarships for
ihl' histrni('all:,.: lila('k puhlil"
rnllPg1•s. E:,.;n•lh-rwl' will
alwa:,.·s h,1,·1· man.\ fa('PS with ~·our suppor1 of hi.wk high1•r 1'dll(',tfirn1.

saved these
..-··-.;;:./

kids from drowning, but he's
not a lifeguard.
Verleeta Wooten found

. tr'"',•·•

several new stars, but

/..

,} , :_, ,,I

§,··she's not an astronomer.

if

And Ivan Neal put out
a lot of fi~es, but he's

.. .
:

not a firefighter.

:'

Limited Offer! 1993 Gallery of Greats 10th Edition
Please mail your check or money order, payable to:
TMSF Products, P.O. Box 44251, Atlanta. GA 30336-1251.
To order by credit card, please call: l-800444-GIVE (4483).

These are teachers. But to the

P/casc fi/1 in quantitirs and cost:
1993 CALENDAR ( $10.95 ea.)
Quantity_ _ $ _
T-SHIRT ($14.95 ea.)
_ M _ L _ XL
S_
SWEATSHIRT ($22.95 ea.; for M, Land XL; S24.95 ea. for XXL) _ M _ L _ XL _ XXL $ _ _
Mr/Mrs/Ms: _ _
Address: - - - - - - - - - City: _ _ _ _ State: _ _ Zip: _ __
Daytime telephone:{__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Age: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Subtotal
Sales Tax Applicable For Your Area
Add Shipping and Handling
TOTAL (check ormoneyorder)

$__
$__

S 2.95
S_ _

Note: Offer valid through March 31, 1993. Miller Brewing Company is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail.
'
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kids they reach, they' re heroes.

•I

1., .,.,'

I

BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO.

1•

Call 1-800-45-TEACH .

•

·••··.
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A PubUc S.rvict Of
Tl'lil PublicaHon

Photos; Robin Sachs
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PROFESSIONAL TOUCH

m,,,,,,, SU.. -z:,.,,1e&s

Doors • Windows • Floor TIie • Hauling

FOR THE BEST
IN1RAVELPLANS

Best Draperies
.A.Pre-Thanksgiving Sale
AA!l Carper-Linoleum $5 yd.
.A.Mini Blinds - Verticals 50% off
AReupholstery 150.00 8ft. couch
.A.Churches carpet restretch $3 yd.
Call (714) 689-0648.

speclalizlng In

Attorney at Law
4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 683-1777

Two story and single story painting Int/ext.
Remodeling kitchen and bathrooms.
~ t all repair or replace

~,

(714)874-3831
P.O. Box 2182
Rialto, CA 92376

15 yrs. exp.

Centur~

Otis Jones
Attorney At

M~Eil5
23741 G. SUNNYMEAD BLVD.
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388
714-242-3414

,_

~l~ 10689

Law

Magnolia Ave
Suite #7
Riverside, CA

696 North "D" Street Suite 1
San Bernardino, CA 92401
Call Me At
(714) 8885579.

92505
(909) 789-1175

.9Lnytliing yoes
'Boutique

African-American
Gift & Bookstore
Just Opened

DISCOUNT DESIGNER
CLOTHING
BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES

Oils, Incense, Dolls, African
Clothes, Books, Art, and
More ...

'Dresses •Suits •Casual an.a'Evening 'Wear
•14.cce.ssorie.s

==---*)

HAS MOVED TO
COURTYARD CENTER
1300 E. WASHINGTON STREET
COLTON, CA 92324
Next To Berean Christian Store
215 FWY - Washington & Mt. Vernon

We would like to list
and sell your home!
Samuel & Shirley
McClure Agents

9J

Indigo
6510 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA
92506
Umor Abdul-Hakim

Our Hours Are:
Monday - Thursday- 11:00 - 6:15
Friday - 11:00 to 5:30 -

(714)7Sl-9575
Tonya Humphery

Hours
Mon-Sat 10 am-8 pm • Sun 12 pm-6 pm

714-783-3344
Vta.M.ulerc.ud Accepted

'Iouc!J{ O'J CLJUS
8151 Arlington Ste Y
Riverside, CA 92503 - (714) 353-19()() or 1948
Hairweaves & Braids
50% off (T-W-TH)
Curls
45.00
Hair Color
15.00
elaxer, Cellophane, Cut
45.00
Pedicure/ Manicure
12.00 / 6.00
Blow Dry & Curl
15.00
Press & Curl
20.00
Walk-Ins Welcome/ exp. 10-30-92
;if_

CARPET: REPAIR -

Albert Johnson Jr.

RESTRETCH - INSTALLATION.

Attorney At Law

New & Used
1225 North D Street
San Bernardino, CA 92401
714-884·1230

4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501

(714~83-1777

Lie.#
389763

Min.
$45.00

Also Carpet Steam Cleaning
Call Richard (714) 873-0771

AMINAH & GRACE

GENERAL
--BUSY BEE
·cuSTOM DESIGNS CONTRACTOR

~~~1,1~
-~ ~~,l~"eJ
__ ,,,l,h,.h,b,-.,,

EXPERIENCE IT ALL!

UC# 515831

I

FASHION, GLAMOUR, BEAUTY

ROMANCE!!!
TREAT YOURSELF TO
PROFESSIONAL MAKEUP

714/682-5442

MANUFACTURING CO

ARTISTRY, 5TYUNG, AND A
DIFFERENT NEW LOOK AT. ..

CHEMICAL. SANITARY & SAFETY SUPPLIES

BEST VALUE
BATHROOM TISSUE
96 Roll/500 Sheets per roll/2ply
Only $29.00 per Case! No Minimum•
•Sold by Case only

Cartridge Deodorizing
System Starter Kit

You Name H, We Can Do it!

20% OFF ON DRAWINGS
Included with construction contract

Includes one battery operated wall dispenser, three JO.day
Uquld cartridges (one Orlglnal, one Citrus, one Green
Apple), three "D" sil.e batteries and three wicks. This
system allows the customer to sample our most popular
rragrances to determine which rragrance Is best ror them.
ONLY $26.S0 per Kit! No Minimum•
<,JO\\ . Ri.11!0 \\t~. l{i;ilto, l. \ '>B7t,
l'honl'.: •>o•>-X7J-OIIX xoo.-t•)t.9551 ,F\X: 1>01J-XXIJ.-t176
----

THE IMAGE MAKER

• Additions • Remodeling • Build
New Commercial/Residential

SO LET'S GET BUSY!

PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO

24715-D

specializing in:
• Fire and Water Damage
• Room Additions
• Roof and Stucco Finishing
• Drywall and Floor Coverings

SUNNYMEAD BLVD.,
MORENO VALLEY

SPECIALIZING IN MEN AND WOMEN OF COLOR

CALL US TODAY AT

THIS AD IS FOR YOU
MOSES

DON'T GET STUNG BY UNLICENSED BUILDERS Lie. #598303

FERRELL

(714)924-3534.
FOR CURRENT SPECIALS!

800-633-5545

WE Al.SO 00 PROFESSIONAL ACTING AND
COMMERCIAL HEADSHOTS AND PORTFOUOS.

--~

Charles L. Stewart
--Agency-State Farm Insurance
Specializing In
•Church
•Business
•Condominiums
•Life
•Apartments
--lnsurance-1-714-653-1133

B Graphics And Fine Arts

African Clothing & Fabric:
• Laath•r handbag•• pursos
• caps/hat• • hom• dec:o
• 1-•lry. coral beads ate.

LOW
PRICES

Stella o. Utoml
open house on weekends
Phone: (909) 887-0755
Fax: (909) 381-0293
Betor• buying African,••• our selection.

Ballet Jazz Tap Tumbling

Qa!&J

.. Our f3raid5 5ay It Alf ..

Specializing in African-American Art

6178 Juanro Way
~verside, CA 92504

(714) 686-8398
Alicia & Howard Lee,

Specializing in :
Braids
lndividL4als
Micros & Trees

\

DON'T HAVE HOME CHURCH?
WHY GO TO LAS VEGAS? .

Remodeled hlstorlcal decorated Chapel & recptlon
Halls. Includes: Minister, Organlst .&.water fountains.
License also available hffii: .holds 2·300 guests.
Semi Formal - $t25 • Formal -$250
Formal Wedding &' Reception • $550
Do you need a loan for a: Home purchase,
Basic Wedding
Equity Loan, Debt Consolidation, Remodeling
Incl. Lie. • $91
r Commercial Property?
Call for many other services
Credit Problems? We can help you! Call us at
and Wedding programs.

Beginning thru Professional
Children Teens Adults
Private and Group Lessons
Gyrotonic Equip

(714) 273-7510. WIiiiam Powell, President
orange Coast Mortgage Consultants
250 East Rincon Suite 201
Corona, CA 91719

787-8707
. . . . .-

VICTORY CHAPEL
884-6105

,

LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS
GOLF BAG - LUGGAGE REPAIR
AND SHOESHINE PARLOR

call

5225 Canyon Crest Dr. No. 79
SAM LEE

Riverside, CA 92507

682-6070

"Serl'ing the Co1111111111i1y ll'ilh Q11ali1y Care and bpert Sen-ice."

for advertisement information
23080 D·220 Alt:ssandm Bini • ~lorl·no \ 'alky. C:\

Precession cuts
Press & curls .
Relaxers

~ ~
13819 Foothill Blvd.
Fontana, CA 92335

(714) 357-6993

WESTERN BANK MORTGAGE
TALK TO A REAL ESTATE LENDING
PROFESSIONAL
ROBERT

HARREL

(909)357-1990 OR (909)276-5556
OFFICE

TIM & PAULA

444 EFoot~ill Bl. F
Rialto, CA 92376
(714) 820-2797

MORTGAGE CONSULTANTS, INC.

OUR PROFESSIONAL STAFF
CURRENTLY HAS STUDENTS
APPEARING IN MOVIES •
ON STAR SEARCH AND
OTHER STATE AND
NATIONAL COMPETITION

M-F 9 to 6
Sat. 9-3

(714)684-0484

BRAIDERY .

Jr\:,

BRE DANCE STUDIO
Home of Riverside Dance Theatre

Studio Gallery And Distribution
14300 Elsworth Street
Suite 104
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Artist/Owner:
CHARLES A. BIBBS
Phone: (714) 697-4750

a -~

. , · , , , , • ·, -

r:----------------:-,
IBlouses .......................................$2.50 I

NeJ1ttoGar1icRose

and Don Jose

(714) 656-4131.
• • • • • • •••'••••I
I

ILaundry Shirts ..........................$1.001
~ j
Ipants ...........................................$2.00 ,I ~"'e====~_.::::.j._~::t:
~ I><I g
f.- I
I,suits ............................................$4.75 I
~=~
I
IDresses .......................................$4.75 I
:
I
I
(Silk X-tra)
I

L----------------~

•
•

1

:DRAPERY',

j

()',I·. I> ,\ , < I.I· , , 1 , c , Sl · H\ I< I·
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SPECIAL

Pl< K
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0
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Religion
CHURCH DIRECTORY • NEWS • EVENTS
The Black Voice News
New Covenant Bible Church

FONTANA
Methodist

Bethel AME
Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor
1626 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(714) 350-9401
Baptist
Community Baptist Church

"Come Let Us Reason Together"
15854 Carter St., Fontana, CA
.(714) 350-9646
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
B.T.U.
5:00p.m.
Prayer and Bible
Study Wed.
7:00p.m.
Ephesian New Testament

Rev. Emory James, Pastor
16286 Foothill! Blvd.
Fontana.CA
(714) 823-3400
KPRO l570AM
(see ad for services)

P.O. Box 8831
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(Currently meeting at Clover Dale
Elementary School, 12050 Kitching
· St., Comer of Ironwood and
Kitching)
(714) 485-2770
Reverend James Franklin
Weekly Services:
Sunday Service: 10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Night: 7:00 p.m.

PERRIS
Baptist
New Hope Baptist

Rev. Montgomery, Pastor
19320 Spaulding
Perris, CA 92370
(714) 780-7110
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
SundAy Worship
11:00 a.m.

Seventh Day Adventist

GRAND TERRACE
Church Glorious Christian
Fellowship

REDLANDS

E. Orlando Dillion, Sr. Pastor
11750 Mt. Vernon Ave.
Grand Terrace, CA 92324
(714)423-3035
Sunday Morning Worship 10 a.m.

MORENO VALLEY

Baptist

Community Misswnary Baptist
939 Clay
Redlands, CA 92374
(714) 793-2380
Second Baptist, Redlands
Pastor A. Green
420 East Stuart Ave.
Redlands, CA 92374
(714)793-1074
Sunday Worship
Church School
9:15 a.m.
10:30a.m.
Morning Worship

Methodist
Perris Valley Ministry of the
United Methodist Church

Rev. Charles E. Washington
Meeting At Rainbow Ridge
Elementary School
15950 Indian Ave., MV
Church School: 10 am
Worship Service: 11 am

The Living Word Deliverance
Center
Pastors Harvey & Ilean Jones
251 W. Foothill (Foothill Center)
Rialto, CA 92376
(714) 874-3539
Sunday Services: 11:00 am
,
12:30pm
Wednesday Night: 7:00 pni

RIVERSIDE
Methodist

Allen Chapel AME Church
4009 Locust
Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 686-9406

Pastor Phillip Scott
7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA 92504
(714) 688-7872
Sunday School
Morning Worship

9:30a.m.
11:00a.m.

.Canaan Baptist Church.

Leonard C. Coes, Pastor
2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15
Riverside, CA 94504
(714)353-1010
Sunday Bible Study
9:15 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship
6:00p.m.
Sunday Training
Tuesday Church
7:00p.m.
Workers Meeting
Prayer & Bible
Study Meetings
7:00p.m.
Wednesday

Come & See Baptist Church
24528 Sunnymead Blvd. Suite C
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(714) 486-9864
Dr. E. Jones
9:30a.m.
School of Wisdom
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
Bible Study: Wednesday 7:45 p.m

Baptist Church
Pastor Leon Thompson

11:00a.m.
12:30p.m.

Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Anthony Pascall, Pastor
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 682-9810
Saturday Service
Sorig Service
9:15 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30a.m.
Church Service
ll;OOa.m.
Adventist Youth
4:00 p.m.
Services
7:00p.m.
Mid-Week Service
Wednesday Evening
Youth Bible Service
Friday Evening
7:30p.m.
Mt. Moriah Baptist

Rev. James M. Hardy - Pastor
18991 Marioposa St.
Riverside, CA 92508
(714) 780-2240
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration 9:00a.m.
9:30a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Devotion & Worship
5:30 p.m.
BYPU (1st)
6:00p.m.
Evening
New Joy Baptist Church

Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA
(see as for services)

Worship Services

Rev. Washington

First Baptist

Worship With Us At

Morning Worship 1:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Prayer and Bible Study
Wednesday
8;30 p.m.

hurch w

277 E. Fifth Street

D

P.O. Box 1399
Perris, CA 92370
Phone: (714) 657-3767

Sunday Worship Location:
Etlwanda lllgh School
13S00 Victoria Avenue
Rancho Cucamonga, CA

Cathedral Worship
6:00p.m.
The Great Family Assembly

.

1583 West Union Street
P.O. Box 7333
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 888-2038

Teen Summit Tuesday
Wed Night Prayer
Wed Night Bible Study

Prayer Praise • 7:00 pm

NEWJOY
BAPTIST CHURCH

Temple
Missionary
Baptist
;C!iurch, Sunday School
Morning Worship

Theology Class - 12 noon
Mission - 1 :30 pm

Wednesday

9:45AM .
8:00AM
& 11 :OOAM
7:00PM
6:30 PM
7:00 PM

(714) 823-2200

(Meeting Place)
582 W. Valley Blvd.
Colton, CA 92324
Mailing Address-P.O. Box 0012
Fontana, CA 92324
(Meeting Times)
Tuesday - 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm
Sunday - 11 :00 am - 1:00 pm

SECOND BAPTIST CHUilCH
2911 Ninth Street
Riverside, CA 92502
(714)684-7532
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:15 a.m . .
D e votional Services 10: 15 a.m. ·
Nursery Opened
10:15 a.m.
Wednesday
Bible Study
7:45 p.m .
Prayer Services
7:00 p.m.

Pastor T. Ellsworth
Gantt, II

California Street Church Of
Christ
2828 N. California Street
San Bernardino, California

Order of Seroices

Tuesday

Loveland Church Administration Offices·
13053 Baseline Road
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739
714-899•0777

Institute of Divine
Metaphysical Research
William Beamon

r

l Morning Worship• 10:45 am
I Blble Study & Choir Practice - 6:00 pm

Senior Pastor

Riverside Faith Temple
Revs. J. & B. Sims
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(714)788-0170
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship ·
6:30p.m.

Courtney Carruthers, Pastor

Early Morning Worship• 7:45 am
Chuck Si11gleJon

Apostolic!Penteccstal

(714) 887-5213

WEEKLY SERVICES
Sunday

Service Times:
8:00 a.m.
Hallelujah Service
11:00a.m.

Riverside Christian Family
Park Avenue Baptist Church
Fellowship
Rev. Campbell, Pastor
1910 Pennsylvania Ave.
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr.
Riverside, CA 92507
Pastor
(714) 684-8782
6770 Magnolia
Sunday Service
Riverside, CA 92507
Round Table Prayer
9:20 a.m. (714)684-9160
Sunday school
9:30 a.m. · Sunday Service Service
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m. Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m.
Baptist Training
·Uriion/Evening Worship 6:00 p.m. Second Baptist Church
2911 9th Street
'Tues. Teachers
Meeting
7:00p.m. Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 684-7532 .
Wed. Prayer Meeting &
Sunday
Services
7:00p.m.
Bible Study
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
"Blood Bought" Deliverance
Devotional Services
10:15 a.m.
Ministries
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m,1
(Ari inter-denominational Ministry) Service for Praise
6:00 p.m.
Pastor Patrick Belton
(Sunday Evening Workshop)
Sunday Services
Wednesday
Sunday School - 10:30-11:45
Bible Study
7:45 p.m.
Worship Service - 12:00 noon
(Temp Location): Holiday INNSt. John Baptist
Crown Room, 1200 University
Rev. C. James, Pastor
Avenue, Riverside, CA 92507
2433 10th Street
Call (714) 7.88-2563 for info.
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 784-0000
The Powerhouse COGIC
Sunday Services
Rev. McDowell
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
2843 11th St
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Riverside, CA 92507
Evening Service
6:00p.m.
(714)684-6923
Worship Services
RUBIDOUX
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Service
11:30 a.m.
Evening Service
6:30p.m. Bright Star Missionary Baptist
Pastor K. Solomon Williams
Bible Study
Tuesday
7:30p.m. 53060DEL
Rubidoux, CA
General Service
Sunday Services
Friday
7:30p.m.
8:00 a.m.
Morning Worshio
Sunday
School
9:30
a.m.
'.Church Of God In Christ
Morning
Worship
11:00a.m.
Refreshing Spring Temple
B.T.U.
5:30 p.m.
Pastor: Elder Bobby Davis
Evening
Service
7:00 p.m.
2883 7th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church
(714) 784-0860
2625 Avalon Street
Sunday School
9:20 a.m.
Riverside,
CA 92509
Morning Service
1l: 15 a.m.
Mailing
Address:
Evening Service
6:30 a.m.
P.O. Box 1355
Bible Study Wednesday Nights &
Riverside,
CA 92502
activities for the children. 7:30 p.m.
(714) 686-1580

Non Denominational

AMOSTEIIPLE
1719 11th St.
Riverside, CA 92507
(114)813-1517

SUNDAY SERVICES
Morning Service 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Service 10:45 a.m.
Women In Prayer
After Sunday Serive
Prayer Meeting
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Bible Study
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

';cs~ lio~ N

9:00a.m.
9:30a.m.
11:00a.m.

Seventh Day Adventist

BETHEL A.M.E CHURCH
16262 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(714)350-9401

O

Good News Missionary Baptist

Rev. Johnny D. Harris
215 Big Springs Rd.
Riverside, CA 92507 ·
P.O. Box 55743
(714) 787-7743
Sunday Services
Song&
Praise Service
Sunday School
Morning Worship

Greater Faith Missionary Baptist

Friendship Misswnary

RIALTO

Services at Calvary Arrowhead
Mission Center
3626 Monroe Street
Weekly Schedule
Sunday School
9:30a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Monday Mission
7:00p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7:00p.m.
Sat. Choir Rehearsal
1:30p.m.

Rev. H. Bratton
6021 Liminite Ave.
Riverside, CA 92509
(714)788-2500
Worship Services
Sunday School
Worship & Praise

Baptist
Antioch Misswnary Baptist

Perris Seventh Day Ad11entist
Pastor Jesse Wilson
5th Street SDA
300 E. 5th Street
Perris, CA 92370
(714) 657-2798
Saturday Service
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a:m.
Morning Worship
Adventist
4:00p.m.
Youth Program

Loveland
Chuck Singleton, Senior Pastor
16888 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92336
(714) 899-0777
(see ad for services)

275 E. Grove St. Ave
Rialto, CA 92376
(714) 874-5851

2719 11th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(See ad for services)

Seventh Day Adventist

Non Denominational

Seventh Day Adventist
Valley Fellowship SDA

Amos Temple CME

First Baptist Church ·
Rev. Marvin L. Brown
277 E. Fifth Street
Perris, CA 92370
(See ad for services)

Fontana Juniper AYe. SDA
7347 Juniper Ave.
Fontana, Ca
(714) 822-4349

L
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Rev. Marvin L. Brown

Sunday Morning Bible Class .................................9:45 am
Sunday Morning Worship ....................................11:00 am
· Sunday Evening Worship ....................................... 6:00 pm
Tuesday Teen Bible Study ....................................... 6:00 pm
Wednesday Bible Study ........................................... 7:00 pm

ST. PAUL A.M.E.
CHURCH

Service held at:
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
1355 W. 21st. Street
4491 Kansas Ave.
• San Bernardino, CA 9241
Riverside, CA
(714)887-1718
Worship Services
Sunday:
Sunday Worship
9:15 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m . .
I Service
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a;m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday
Tuesday:
Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Rev. Paul S. Munford,M. Div.
Study
7:00 p.m.
Rev. Charles Brooks
l'l!,veryone Is Welcpme" •

I

Black Voice News
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Brooks Elected President Of SBCA

BR IEFS

T

he purpose of the
association to to unite
This year Allen Chapel ordained clergy of the
A.M.E.
Church's
Music community in order to develop
Department will be having a spirit of collegiality among the
Christmas Vesper Services,, membership;
promote
Sunday, December 20, 1992 at cooperation between the
6:00pm.
members and the various
"The King Is Born", written congregations and institutions
and directed by Mrs. Cla ra they represent; provide for the
McReynolds, featuing Allen advancement of common
Chapel's, Celestial Choir, The interests including study,
Harvey Edwards Male Chorus professional growth and
and our YPD Choir.
participation in the life of the
Allen Chapel, 4009 Locust, greatercommunity.
Riverside, 92501, invites the
Present
membership
public to attend.
For congregations are: First
information call (909) 686-0702. Presbyterian, Congregation
Emanu El, Disciples of Christ,

Christmas Vesper Service

Mid-Winter Night Men's
Fashion Show

F i r s t
Congregational
UCC, United
Methodist,
R o m a n
Catholic, St.
Prophet Elias
G r e e k
Orthodox, St.
John Episcopal,
A f r i c a n
M e t h o di s t
E pis cop a 1,
Seventh Day
Advent is t,
Baptist, God's
Great Cause,
Chaplains of
Norton
Air
Force Base San Bernardino
County Medical Center, San

and St. Bernardine's Medical
Center.
Rev. Brooks states, "It's good
to know my peers have
confidence in me after working
with them the past three years,
and to know they look at ability
and not race only. "To God be
the Glory for the great things He
has done." ; ·°"'....-,..
.--..----. -¥t.5-;:irf
-----..~
)'
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Bernardino
Community
Hospital, Patton State Hospital,

,i/5! ~~~% i

Theatre, 4401 W. 8th Street, Los
Angeles. According to Charles
Douglass, producer of this
year's show, the response for
auditions
has
been
overwhelming. "We have a
group coming from El Paso ,
TX, Gospel Cheerleaders, a
Senior Citizen Orchestra with
vocals, Gospel Rappers along
with entries from churches in
the Greater Los Angeles area".

Please Support
OU R
Advertisers

7

P

Estelle Getty. Special guests
this year include Delores Hall
from "Lethal Weapon 3", and
H.B. Barnum and his Life Choir.
An extra special award will be
inaugurated this year... "The
Linda Hopkins Humanitarian
Award", which will be presented
by Linda Hopkins to the 18 year president of the Bethune
Cookman College, Rev. Dr.
Oswald P. Bronson. The host of
this year's show will be

Radio. All tickets are $25 and
all seats are reserved. Tickets
can be ordered through
Ticketmaster, Music Plus and
May Co. Outlets (213) 4803232; New Life Records 3612
W. Jefferson (213) 737-6488;
The Wilshire Ebell Theatre Box
Office (213) 939- 1128 or call
(800) 303-FEST for Group
Rates and Discounts.

FIRST B APTIST PERRIS HELPS THE NEEDY .

!ans are underway for the
4th Annual Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. Gospel Songfest to
benefit the Minority AIDS
Project. The event will be held
on Friday, January 15, 1993 at

,.

Bethlehem House Organizes
Gift Drive For Needy

B

A temporary dropoff site for
Bethlehem House donations,
dubbed, The Elves Workshop,
has been donated by Potomac
West,
Center
Business
Management, 7223 Church, Pad
B, in the former True Value
Hardware store on the comer of
Church and Baseline in
Highland. The dropoff site will
be manned Tuesday through
Saturday from the hours of 8 am
to 5 pm for the purpose of

!;

4th Annual Dr. Martin Luther Ki ng, Jr. Songfest ~~,~~~~~
Honorary Chairperson is Reginald Utley of KMAX
7:00 pm at the Wilshire Ebell
'asecond ."ition bebmd him "'"

Riverside Faith Temple Men's
De_partment _presents a midwinter night Men's Fashi on
Show. The public is invited to
come see the latest in formal
and semi-formal fashions.
The fashion show will be held
December 19, 1992, 6:30 pm at
Bordwell Park, Pennsylvania
and Kansas in Riverside.

ethlehem House Project,
Inc. is seeking to assist
Santa Claus with community
donations of food, clothing and
toys which will be distributed to
shelter residents and other needy
families this Christmas season.

Dear Dr. Woods, I'm single
right now and a bunch of my
friends and I have discussions
about marriage. One area that I
have a challenge with 'is the idea
111
tiraa:M~~e

+

receiving food items, new or
nearly new clothing, toys and
gift items for adults. All items
will be wrapped by volunteers
and presented to the women and
children who live at Bethlehem
House, as well as to other
individuals who are in need this
holiday season.
The deadline to drop off items
will be Dec. 21, 1992 by 5 pm
and the gift and food distribution
will begin Dec. 10, 1992 at 8
am.
For additional information on
the gift drive, for application
guidelines, to volunteer rn
distributing items or sorting
through donations , please
contact Sherry Madrigal at
Bethlehem House at 909-8628027.
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· Carol, San Bernardino, CA
•. Answer: Beware! Tpere}s an
anti-man sentinieht that is trying
to prevail in America these days.
This spirit is just as evil and
wrong as · an anti-female
sentiment. The _d evil uses
differences 'as a tool to ~eparate
men and . women, blacks and
whites, rich and . poor, etc.
(Matthew 12:25). God never
:µitended
.for men and ·,:~women
to
:ii(,:,:~;;:;:::::t\;l~ :;;1,,1r,-;;:,::~.; / ·~-'¥'·
_;:;/;k·
· ·(
:.rather. compft111ent one/another.
We q~d ea~fi other, '. .>Ji~!i:t •J.'.'c
;,
God is God of'order (1st
~::· · <~-~:,~ :'.. ::i:i:·~··:" "k.::. ·. ,~•(•.~f•~....,.,:...~:- · · ...:•:~:•¼•~'.\ , ,: ..
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aCCO\lntabilifrJnd leadership. tt;e
has <setl;tlie husband 'to -. be
accountable for the overall well
;being ofh~~ family (Ephesians
5:25-31). i- God did pot tell

f~t1:l~ft:l:/;Jr~~~!t1~a

in love leaf his family. What
many men claim to be leadership
js mere ego-centric srupidity.
· (1lt .,becontes,; easy to"s:ubmit~ a
husband that4ruly obeys the
scripwres 'and loves his wife the
way God told him. How is that?
To love her just like Jesus loved
the church and makes
painstaking sacrifices (Ephesians
5:25:26). If you marry a man
who truly is obedient and
submissive to God and you look
to God as your ultimate source
; and be obedient to Hirn, God will
o help you become a submissive
~ marital companion.
If you have a question that
r you would like answered, write:
Dr. Reginald L. Woods, Life
Changing Ministries, P.O. Box
9778, San Bernardino, CA
92427-9778.

g

Rev. Marvin Brown (above) of First Baptist Baptist Church, Perris, with the help of
some local businesses, clubs and organizations donated turkeys and canned
goods to the needy on Than giving. Rev. Brown and the congregation of First
First Baptist, Perris wlll once again be dona~lng
food to the n'eedy on .Christmas~
. .
:,

Family Christian

RIVERSIDE FAITH
TEMPLE MINISTRIES

Fellowship Church

2355 Pennsylvania
Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507

945 Foothill Blvd. Suite A
Rialto, CA 92376
(714) 820-7673

(714) 788-0170

Quinn AME
Church
Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor
P.O. Box 8091

"Come Worship"

Moreno Valley, CA 92552
(Currently Meeting at Badger
Springs Middle School, 24750
Delphinium St., Corner of Indian

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.
Thursday
Night Bible Study
WITH US
- 7:00p.m.
PASTORS JOE & BEA SIMS
Friday Night Youth In Action
SUNDAY SERVICES
- 7:00p.m .
Prayer ....................................................................... 8:30a.m.
Sunday School ...........................................................9:30a.m. Monday - Friday
CT-lighnoon Prayer)
Morning Service ......................................................11:00a.m.
Evening Classes/Worship Service ........................6:30p.m. Saturday Soul Winning

COME WORSHIP

and Delphinium)
(714) 486-9399
Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor
Order of Service
Sunday School 9 a.m.
Morning Worship 10 a.m.
Bible Study 7 p.m. Wednesday (Please call for location).

YOU'LL LOVE IT!

· Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School: 9:45 am
Morning Worship: 11 pm
Evening Worship: 6 pm
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues.
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th

Wednesday
Worship Service
7:30 p.m.
Come Over To Macedonia And
Help Us! - Acts 16:9

unday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00 a.m.
B.T.U.
5:30 p.m.
Evening Service
7:00 p.m.
Nursery Services Provided

(714) 888-2038
"Faith is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of things
not seen."
(see ad for worship times)

New Vision Foursquare Gospel
Church
9:15 a.m.
(Formerly Delman Heights)
9:30a.m.
Pastors Jules Nelson, Ph.D and
urch.Service
11 :OOam.
Lourdes
Nelson
Mt.
Olive
Baptist
Church
dventist Youth Service 5:00 p.m.
Baptist
"Heart of Revival Church"
Mareno Valley
2110 Ogden St.
New
Life
Missionary
Baptist
1890
W.
30th
Street
San
Bernardino,
CA
92405
Non Denominational
SAN BERNARDINO
Church
San Bernardino, CA 92405
Quinn Chapel AME
(714) 887-4864
Life Changing Ministries
(714)887-3013
Rev.
Elijah
S.
Singltary,
Pastor
(Services Held At:)
Order of Service
Dr. Rev. Reginald Woods.
Baptist
..
Sunday
Services
1322
N.
Medical
Center
Dr.
24750
Delphinium
Sunday School
10 a.m.
5395 N. 'F' Street
Bethesda Missionary Baptist
Sunday
School
9:30
a.m.
Moreno
Valley, CA 92557
San
Bernardino,
CA
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
San Bernardino, CA 92407
Church
Celebration
Service
11
:00
a.m.
(714)
486-9399
/ 486-9389
Services
Wednesday Bible
(714) 381-4885
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave.
Evangelic
Service
6:30
p.m.
9:30a.m.
Sunday
School
Order
of
Services
Study
(see ad for services)
San Bernardino, CA 92411
All day fasting and prayer
9am
Sunday School
Prayer Meeting
7 p.m. Sunday
Rev. Donald Osborne
Tuesday
10am
11:00
a.m.
Worship
Service
Church
Service
Apostolic I Pentecostal
Sunday Services
Wednesday
Prayer
Meeting
SundayBilbe Study
Mt. Rose Mission Baptist
Sunday School
9:30 a.m. Lighthouse Full Gospel Church
7:30p.m.
7pm
11:00 a.m. Friday
Children's
Church
Church
Rev.
Joel
Steward
Worship Hour
11 :00 a.m.
(For
more
information
call)
MondayPastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris
3153 N. Macy
Choir Rehearsal
7:00 p.m. St. Paul AME Church
1457 N. Mt. Vernon
San Bernardino, CA
Church of God In Christ
Tuesday
Youth
&
Adult
Bible
Rev. Charles Brooks
Sunday
Service
(714)
887-1227
/
887-3809
Carter Memorial
Study
6:30 p.m. 1355 w. 21st Street
Grace Bethel MBC
11:00a.m.
Morning
Worship
(see
ad
for
services)
1606 W. 11th St
1st & 3rd Wednesday
San Bernardino, CA 92411
10250 Cypress Ave
San Bernardino, CA
Macedonia Baptist Church
New Hope Baptist, S.B.
Mission Meeting
6:00 p.m.. (714) 887-1718
Riverside, CA 92503
(714) 381-4475
Rev. C.A. Simpson
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor
Thursday
(see ad for services)
(714)352-1688
New Hope COGIC
2042 N. State St.
1575 West 17th Street
Prayer & Praise
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
254 So. Mnt. Vernon
San Bernardino, CA 92411
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Service
7:00 p.m. Temple Missionary Baptist Church
· Evening Worship
4
2
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(714) 887-2138
(714) 887-2526 Church
Radio Broadcast
Pastor Raymond Turner
( nd & th) :
(714) 381-2662
'Sunday
9:30 a.m. Sunday Services
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial
1583 Union Street
Monday Evangelism 7:00 p.m.
'!-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _s_u_n_da..;.y_w_o_r_sh...;ip;....~__
10_:4_5_a_.m_.__
M_o_rn_in..;;g;..Wi_o_r_sh..:ip:.,__ _8_:_oo_a_.m_._s_a1_ur_da..;Y;.__ _ _.;_1:.;.00.:.·.:.
2:;.:,00.:. ::.p·;.:.:.m,.;. -. . . ;S:.:an:.;.:B;.:,e,.;.rn;:ar;.;:di;;..n;,;. :;,o,;_,C~A~9.;;,24_1;;.;1_ _ _ Wednesday Prayer 6:30 p.m.
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MOST STORES

OPEN 8AM
TO SERVE YOU

/

5.99~us
Whitman Sampler

lox Chocolates
1-lb. Assorted.

Additional Features,

•~ ll"- \

• Lost program
memory recall
• Electronic time clock
• Muting control
• Frequency synthesizer,

79C:rL~

tuning system

• 24 haur on/off timer

Bob's Candy Canes
6-oz. 12-pack.
Peppermint or cherry.

Craig 13" Color T.V.

181 channel random access cable ready, full function infrared
remote control, soft-touch channel/volume up/down control
and more. While stocks last. #PC1340A

99C::u,

Palmer Christmas Candy
6-oz. ond 7-oz. Assorted
bagged candies.

•

2ro.S3=.2.3t

19 &CJ

nclesign Eledron1cs
Sou
~~~ry
7

Nabisco Snack Crackers

clock ratllo. Large number display

10-oz. Wheat Thins, 8-oz.
Chicken in a Biskit, 9.5-oz.
Triscuits or 7-oz. Better
Cheddar in regular or lo-salt.

•

3
:...

back-up. #

p1ayer.#4012BLK

IL

•

,• po,tallle All/f~~FM radio with LCD s10(kslasl.
• 1V INacl ~sOurocellbatteries. #2448 Whi'le
. . .. . . USl

18.99:

- - - - - - - ..

·1

l

IEG. 20.99 IAat

Polaroid
Instant Film

,_ ,
1r _:

TOM Vin
HEAD PHARMAOST

YOUR THRlm
PHARMACIST WOULD
LIKE TO TAKE THIS
OPPORTUNITY TO
WISH YOU AND YOUR
FAMILY A HEALTHY,
HAPPY HOLIDAY
SWON!

Spedra or 600 Plus.

Just A Reminder...
To look and feel your best • be
cautious about overeating during
holiday get-togethersl
•

5.49~~~
I 00
•

less Mir's
Mail•in Rebate•

5A9l:ie~
•

2 00
•

less Mir's
Moil•in Rabole•

!14.49i 2!3.49i $30FF

. .; ~ A M

Miller

or Coors leer
12-oz. cans.

~rr:~f(n
...-

Korbel Champagne
750ml. Brut or Extra dry,

•- 'U'e .JJ.,,,,,,,,.,L.., Alt,-•
I

'~-

I

: MANUFACTURERS' :
I
COUPONS
I
I
I

·-------------·

rws CA AIDIMP110N VALLE

Pepsi

12-oz. eons. Regu(ar, diet
or Mountain Dew.

·s,Of~ "rJ::

..........

Revlon Fragrance Sets

Choose from Charlie, Xi'a Xi'ang, Enjoli,
Jontue, fragrance sets and more.
REG. 9.95 TO 14.95 SAIi: 6.95 TO 11.95

TRANSFER YOUR PRESCRIPTION
TO ATHRIFTY PHARMACY
Simply bring us your prescription
bottle•••and we'll dot he rest !
Just ask a Pro...your
Thrifty pharmacist•

• C0NVENIENO • SERVICE
• SATISFAal0N
OUR RX FOR YOUR COMPLETE SATISFACTION

See The White Pages Of Your Phone Book For The Thrifty Or Thrifty Jr. Nearest You

Not All Items, Departments Or Prices Advertised Are Available At Thrifty Jr. Stores.
Our Advertising Policy: If an item is not described as reduced or salt, it may be at the regular price. A regular price, though not reduced, is an outstanding value. Our intention is to have
every advertised item in stack and on our shelves. If your local store should run out of any advertised item during the sale period, or should an item not arrive due to unforeseen cirwmstances,
the store will issue a Courtesy Card (raincheek) on request for the item to be pun:hased at the sale price wherever available. This does not apply to clearance and close-out sales or to
special purthases where quantities are limited to stack available. No sales to dealers. Limit rights reserved.

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, MOST STORES NOW
CARRY A SELEalON OF FRESH MILK AND DAIRY PRODUm

~I

~

-

l

VISA
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liolidays Bring Out The Best In People
.

whine and revile, and com- everyday, especially in Moreno
mences to search for the hidden Valley. (We have had too many
justice which regulates his life. conflicts that are racial in
And as he adapts his in to that nature). We can do alot better in
regulating factor, he ceases to Moreno Valley. I care. Doesn't
~
accuse others as the cause of his brotherhood exist in this
Military
condition, and builds himself up "Bedroom,
Community"?
And
each
of us is
in strong and noble thoughts;
in
some
way
responsible
for the
ceases to kick against circumstances, but begins to use them roberies, violence, writing on
as aids to his more rapid tl,le walls, and neglect of the
progress, and as a means of dis- homeless and hunger. We, as
covering the hidden powers and American citizens, can't afford
to ignore these problems.
possibilities within himself."
There are organizations and
As a Man Thinketh, by James
functions
in Moreno Valley that
·. Allen
.,,;
Another chance to make promote fellowship and cultural
things better for the future awareness. I feel that this is a
generation: WJ'tile sitting in the job for our families, churches
Tyler Mall ati Riverside last and schools. We are moving in
MORENO VALLEY NEWS
weekend I watched people of all the direction with some of our
races and age's walk or run by. school programs, (World of
The
atmosphere was very pleas- Difference). We are promoting
We wish everyone a Merry
ant.
I could,n't help but wonder many programs of this nature. I
Christmas and a happy proswhy
the
friendly attitude I was attended a program Saturday
perous New Year. Think
included
singing
witnessing
this day. couldn't be which
about it: "A man only begins
Chris.tmas
songs
and
Mrs .
displayed
all
over
America,
to be a man when he ceases to

-~ ogether
We Can

Mildred Tyler read a story that
featured the life of Mrs. Mary
Bethune. There also was a presentation of awards to outstanding Moreno Valley students, followed by a wonderful tea.
We ask all people, regardless
of race, creed or color to practice the good works of these
ladies. They are positive players
in the operation of every day living. We should all learn what
we can do to make life better for
all mankind, and do it. I am not
suggesting that we allow others
to take advantage of us, but be
willing to give, as well as take,
in the game of life.
Why not be an optimist? :
This is one of the organizations I
belong to. Here are some of our
promises: To be so strong that
nothing can disturb your peace
of mind . To make all your
friends feel that there is something in them. To look at the
sunny s ide of everything and

make your optimism come true.
To Think only the best, to work
only for the best and expect only
the best. To be just as enthusiastic about the success of others as
you are about your own. To forget the mistakes of the past and
press on to the greater
achievements of the future. To
wear a cheerful countenence at
all times. Improve yourself that
you have no time to criticize
others. Too large for worry, too
noble for anger, too strong for

fear. and too happy to pennit the
presence of trouble." This is
the Optimist International 's
creed. Isn' t this a wonderful
creed? Why not practice it each
day?
If we, membe rs o f the
Moreno Valle y community ,
would adop t this c reed , or a
major part of it, I am certain that
our city, education system and
families will reap great rewards.
We will produce the top children
in the world. Together, We Can.

Give The
Gift Of
News
for just $32.33
you can send
a ONE year subscription
to the person of your choice

Name:_,.;._________________ _
Address: __________________
Street:,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Clty: _ _ _ _ _ Zip: - - ~

Access Success

Co,nputerize your office
-fro,n .Just $4,BSO

S

top doing your
accounting, payroll, invoicing,
purchase orders, word
processing and financial
analysis by hand.
Save time moMy and
increase productivity with
quality, name brand, new
hardware, software and
training for as little as
$4,850.

KENO: NOW PLAYIN' IN ALL
THE HOT SPOTS!

-

You can play Keno in
all the Hot Spots. Supermarkets, bars, bowling
alleys, malls, convenience
and corner stores or wherever you see the Keno
Hot Spot sign. Here's
what you do: How many
spots (numbers) do you
want to play? You pick
your own numbers or
Quick Pick. Next decide
how much you want to
spend per game, mark the
number of games you
want to play, then check

e
•ta
0-~e_.

'1J,

the monitor for your win-

ning numbers. Easy isn' t ~._.,

it? You choose your
-~~~
odds and your prize and
you could win up to
$250,000 in c ash. It 's the
game that's ready when
you are. For the Keno
Hot Spot nearest you, call
1-900-HOT-KENO.
The call will cost you
$.50 per minute and
you've got to be 18 to
play.
So, hit all the Hot Spots
with Keno, it's sizzlin'.

9

•

~

•

•

nAMEilON
· CONSUI..1 ING
1

Save 100's of hours a
month on paper work.
Spend that valuable time

making money.
Call Carl Dameron or
Robert Harrell at (909)
888-457 1 for fast results.
MS-DOS & MacIntosh
computer training also
available. We service all
trades and professions.

909 • 888•4571

Youth Boene
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Duracell Announces
Eleventh Annual
Scholarship Competition
, All 9th through 12th grade srudents with an interest in technology, electronics or mechanics are
invited to power their imaginat ions and enter the Eleventh
Annual
Duracell/NSTA
Scholarship Competition to be
eligible for $32,500 in college
scholarships and cash awards.
Forty-one students are top
winners in this national competition, which grants a first place
scholarship of $10,000, five second place $3,000 scholarships ten
third place $500 scholarships,
and 25 cash awards of $100 each.
To enter, students must complete a form available from science teachers or they may write
to: Duracell/NSTA Scholarship
Competition, 1742 Connecticut
Avenue NW, Washington, DC
20009, or call (202) 328-5800.

Collegiate Athletic
Scholarships Offered
Over 100,000 collegiate athleti c scholarship are available .
Contrary to popular belief, students don't have to be all state to
qualify. A new publication with
forms, sample letters and tables
of factual information is available for student athletes. It takes
them step by step through the
important process of getting an
athletic scholarship and includes
college and conference listings.
For infonnation on how to get
a collegiate athletic scholarship,
send a #10 self addressed,
stamped envelope to the National
Sports Foundation, 611A Willow
Drive, P.O. Box 940, Oakhurst,
NJ 07755.

200 SBHS Students See Malcolm X

R

.

ancho
Cinema
Theaters
recently
blocked out its normal

A free field trip for the stu- want to make this truly an edu- organization established to pro,
matinee to allow nearly 200 San
mote educ ation,, education;
Bernardino High Schol students dents, the event was sponsored cational experience."
understanding and harmoney
The
moviegoers
were
selectview Spike Lee's Malcolm X.
by the San Bernardino Black
among the area's diverse
ed
from
a
cross
section
of
the
Voice
Foundation,
San
African-American community.;
school's
population.
The
group
Bernardino High's Black
Faculty and Staff panicipant~
is
a
multicultural
microcosm
of
Student Union and MEChA proChaperones
in
this project include: CalviI:i
Black,
White,
Hispanic
and
. gram to promote more uni ty
Manuel
White,
vice principal, Johll
Asian
students.
among ethnic groups.
Romeno,
Meyer,
Manuel
Romero, Pamela
The
students
will
view
the
Coordinator and school counEnglish
Stockard,
Soledad
Fierro, Marla
film
and
discuss
the
slain
Black
selor, Mary Alice Stenson says
Teacher and
Candela
ria,
Shannon
Pring,.
leader's
philosophy
and
rele"The project has created an aire
organizer of
Mary
Rowe,
Lana
Doyle,
Ann(
vance
to
Americans
today.
of contagious excitement. From
the Black
Vivian,
Karin
Upson.Bernard,
The
San
Bernardino
Black
students to parents to teachers
Voice
· and the school principal, they all voice Foundation is a non-profit Dom roy and William Geiger. ·.
Foundation
'
Malcolm X
event, and
Mary Allee
Stenson were
pleased with
the movie and
Earn: $500 - $1500 per mo.
the student
response.
(part time)

Christmas
.lV'.l o :rt. ey

F-_-_:::-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_:::-_-_:::-_:::-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_:::-_-_-_-_:::--=--,

$3000 - $7000 per

Brown's Books

(full time)

Free Trai:n.i:n.g
To Register Call:

stop by and see
our new shipment including titles from:

('714) 820-4262
Limited Space

Terry McMillian
Alex Hailey
D~. Frances Cress Welsing
Alice Walker
and even

Reflections Of You
TODAY and EVERYDAY
•Taste Of New
Orleans
Red Beans
Rice
Bread Mix
Seasonings
Gumbo Mix

Kwanzaa Books and Cards
Office Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
1583 W. Baseline St., San Bernardino, CA 92411
call us at (909) 889-0506

This questionnaire is designed to assess the communication needs of our community. To
better serve those needs, the Black Voice needs your help. The forms can be mailed to
P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, CA, 92502; or hand delivered to 1583 W. Baseline St., San
Bernardino, CA or 3585 Main St. Ste. 201, Riverside, CA. For your complimentary
subscription, please complete the information below:

Do you subscribe to The Black Voice News? Yes No
If yes, for how long?
a 1 year
a 1-5 years
Ql0 years
Ql0+ years

QFrontpage
QBusiness
QSports
QMoreno Valley News

Salami
Mustard

Preserves
Cider
Wafers

atssues
QReligion
aEntertainment
aAuto

*Halloon llt•n,r,1tio11s also

~I\

How do you rate the format?
Excellent- 1 Good-2 No so good-3 Poor-4
_ Front page
ssues
Li1estyles
-Religion
- Community
Business
- Youth
Sports
-Entertainment
-Auto
_ Moreno Valley News
Other (specifiy)

10.

Would you like to see more:
QNational news
QStatewide news

11.

Qlntemational news

Do you think the number of pages are:
□Too many
a Notsure

2.

a ila hll""'

QUfestytes
acommunity
QYouth
QOther (specifiy)

9b.

Q6•10years

On a scale from one to ten, how satisfied are you with The Black Voice
News? (Circle your answer).
Unsatisfied
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
explain _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•Gourmet
Cheese
Crackers

Available in 4
sizes- Large
size feeds up to
20. Great
office gift.

CALL NOW!! (909) 384-1989
SDB ENTERPRISE•ll8 N.AIRPORT DRIVE STE 201, SAN BERNARDINO

Name _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,.-. . . , . - - - - - - - - - - City _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _State _ _ _ _.Zip _ _ __ _
1.

mo.

QToo few

QAbout right

12a. Generally speaking, do you usually read The Black Voice:
Qthe day it arrives
aor later?
12b. If later, when do you usually read The Black Voice?

3.

Which of the following BEST describes the way you read The Black Voice?
_ _Thoroughly from front to back, regarding whatever interests me.
_ _Scan the front page, and then go through the rest of the paper
quickly.
Read or scan the front page, then go to a specific section; later, I go
through other parts of the paper.
_ _ Go directly to a specific section and read the rest of the paper later.
Go directly to a specific section and do not read most of the paper.
Section
read __
-__
--- -_
-_
-__
-- -_
-_
-Other
(Specify)
_· _
_ ___
__-___
_

4.

How
much
time do
generally
reading
The
List time
_ __
_you
__
__ _spend
__ _
___
_Block
_ _Voice?
_ _ _ _ _ __

5.

Where do you spend most of your time reading The Block Voice?
QAt home
QAt the office
Din transit
QOther (specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __

6.

Which section do you normally read first?
QFront page
Qlssues
a Business
a Religion
QSports
QEntertoinment
a Moreno Valley News
QAuto

13.

Do you have cable television in your home?
a ves

aNo

14a. How often do you attend athletic events, such as football, basketball or baseball
games? Ust frequency _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _
14b. Which athletic events do you attend? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
15. What was the last grade you completed in school?
QElementary School
QHigh School
QSome College
a College Grad.

QHigh School Grad.
QPostGrad.

16. What is your age group?
QUnder 18
040-49

Q30-39
Q65 and over

Q18-29
QS0-64

17. Do you own or rent your home?
a own
a Rent
a li1estyles
acommunity
QYouth

7.

In which section or sections would you like to see more coverage?
Ust section(s): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8.

Are there news or feature items The Black Voice does not presently carry that you
would like to see covered? -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - -

18. Are you male female ?
19. What is your ethnic background?
QAfrican-Amerlcan
a Native-American
QHispanic-American
a Asian-Americon
QOther
20. Where do you shop?
QAlbertson's
QSmith's
QOfher

QFood4 Less
a von•s

What type of car do you drive?
QAmerican
□ Foreign
Feel free to provide additional c omments on a seperate sheet of paper. Thank you.

21.
9a. How do you rate the quality of articles in our sections?
Excellent-1 Good-2 Not so good-3 Poor-4 Don't read-5

QAlpha Beta
QState Bros.

f.:alropeal-AmericCll

CJCaibbeCll-America'I

J

J
fi

..

____

,..._......_____,,
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Our Learning Tree Plans
Holiday Fashion Show
· Rialto 's cultural bookstore,
Our Learning Tree, presents
Christmas/Kwanzaa Holiday
Festival African Fashion Show.
The show will feature live enteriainmen t from the African ,
Dance Troupe and Jazz Band.
~ The event will be held at
Sturges Theater For The Fine
Arts, 780 N. E. Street, San
Bernardino Saturday, December
19, 1992 at 6 p.m.
f Tickets are $10 for adults and
·5 for children under 12.
Black Tie Restaurant
P,lans New Year's Ball
: The Black Tie Restaurant of
Ontario would like to cordially
announce their first Annual New
Year's Eve Gala Ball December
~ 1, 1992. The evening will pro~de live entertainment, dancing,
champagne, party favors and a
spectacular buffet.
Tickets are on sale for $50 per
person.
For more infonnation or to
make reservations call (909)3955540. The restaurant is located
at 417 W. State St., Ontario, CA.
j onnal attire is required.

f

! 'Gloria" And "Festival te
; Deum" In Moreno Valley

The Moreno Valley Master
• Chorale will present John
:Rutter's "Gloria" and Vaughn
·• Williams'
"Festival te Deum • "
a
:together with a collection of
~c;lassical and traditional carols
"on December 20, 1992 at 4 p.m.
• ! The concert will be held at
•tJ'le First Baptist Church in
·Riverside, 5500 Alessandro
~ijoulevard, will feature brass
~accompaniment and perfor-

~ances by the group's Chamber
:{lloir.
:. Tickets for the Christmas
~loria are $8 for adults and $6
for seniors and students.
,• Tickets and additional information can be obtained by call1hg
924-9100.
I
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Common Sense Visits KUCR 88.1 FM

I

f you've recently seen a
episode of Rap City's hip
hop countdown on BET
or called up Video Juke Box,
you should be familiar with
Chicago rapper Common Sense
and his debut single "Take It
Eazy."
Common Sense's debut album
"Can I Borrow A Dollar" is
filled with hits, and "Take It
Eazy" is not one of the best.
Try his current single, "Breaker
1/9.'' You need to take a listen
to figure out what the title
means, but Relativity recording
artist Common Sense used this
song to talk about 'different
things that interfere with male
and female relationships,' as my
October 15 review .states. But
his delivery, style, music and rap
are real dope. He throws in a
couple of one liners using old
television-show- and rap-song
titles that come off smooth.
When he recently stopped in
on Rock Barry's "Funky Dope
Maneuver rap radio soow oo KUCR
88.1 FM, he was preparing to
shoot the video for "Breaker
1/9" in San Francisco.
Though some have accused
him of trying to bite Das Efx 's
fast, tricky and rough rhyme
style, he is not surprised. "The
first time I heard Das Efx, I was
like man! Now, when I come
out, everyone is going to say
that I bit them," he said.
Truth is, Common Sense
wrote most of his album over 2

years ago, before he even heard
of Das Efx. Still, he feels it is
good to be compared to someone like Das Efx instead of
someone wack like ... never
mind. But one listen to his cut,
"Soul By The Pound" will help
you figure out the type of rap
groups Common Sense feels
ruin hip hop.
Common Sense said "I probably wrote that ["Soul By The
Pound] during the time of frustration, when I saw rappers out
there that were wack, who were
just exploiting rap, messing it
up. When White people start
seeing that, they ' re going to
think that's rap music because
they get exposed to a Marky
Mark, Vanilla Ice or Rico Suave,
people who do not really have
any skills. That is not true hip
hop. Once that stuff starts happening, stuff starts dying out.
But I think hard core artists like
Naughty By Nature and even
Das Efx helped things out a lot
by blowing up with hard core
stuff.''
What sets Common Sense
apart from other top notch
· groups is he's coming outta
nowhere . His hometown,
Chicago, has not been known
for its rap scene. And his producers, 2 Piece Dark and Mild
Sauce, don't have big time reputations like Sir Jinxs, Marley
Marl or Dr. Dre., but they have
created some nice material.
So, hip hoppers should be
prepared to look out for
Common Sense's up and coming crew called "The Late
Show" including fellow Chicago
rappers, Immense Slope,
Rayshelle, RTA, Bizzie Styles,
Professor Nots and Native
Souls. Immense Slope and
Rayshelle appear on Common

Sense's album, "Can I Borrow
A Dollar" and also flex strong
skills.
Common Sense said he chose
the name "Can I Borrow A
Dollar" while at school at
Florida A&M. "It ain't like I'm
a poor brother or a rich brother,
but I used to be out on the yard
asking for dollars everyday to
get some food or something. I
just used to spend my money on
other stuff. People would come
up to me and say 'I ain't got no
dollar' before I'd ask because
they knew I was going to ask
them for money." The true
meaning behind the title asks the
hip hop audience to give
Chicago a chance to break into
the industry since most of the
prominent groups solely come
out of east and west coasts.
Look out for Common
Sense's new video "Breaker
1/9" a definite must for you
1992 hip hop collection.

l
.
'

)'

1

·

OUTSIDE KUCR STUDIO • (r to I) Rock Barry, common Sense,
Mohammed All, Relatlvlty national urban/rap promotion and
marketing manager, and possee member, Y-Not joke about
Common Sense's new video "Breaker 1/9." Common Sense
also recently rocked downtown LA club, Jamaica House. The
house was packed and Included Impressed spectators, Heavy
D, Tone-Loe, 2Pac and Kris Kross.
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Ange1/; Baby" ' wa·s
recently re-release'd by
Angelica. Ralz Is a manager at the . Sheraton
Hotel In Riverside.
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brama Deals With Life Of
~artin Luther ~ing
:• The Economic Network,
~ .E.A.L . Printing and the
~frican American Student
Movement
(Riverside
Community College) present A
Dreamer's Prophecy: "We As A
~eople" (Will Get To The
~romised Land) Sunday, January
V.O, 1993 at 3:30 p.m .. This
m1ay detailing the life of Dr..
Martin Luther King, Jr., will be
Qerformed
at
Landis
tuditorium, RCC, 4800
Iitagnoli~ Ave., Riverside.
:: Preferred seating tickets are
tIO and $5 for general seating.
P.or more information call 7877!743.

IN STOCK
Black 1ie Restaurant

CARDS

''

of

Ontario

'•
'1

~ackwaters Hosts
\ C.omedy Tuesday Nights
Every Tuesday night at
~ ackwaters located at 10877
l;'.oothill Boulevard, Rancho
Clcarnonga, CA, 91730. Guests t
can be entertained by up-andc~ming comedians. Many of the
cpmedy m.c.'s have been featured on Def Comedy Jam and
Showtime at the Apollo.
1• Backwaters is also lookmg for
rt w comedians. For more infor~ ation call "For The Love Of
l\1oney Productions" at (909)
399-6494.
: Cost of the show is $7 and
~ gins at 9 p.m.

I:

:,

Deltas and Omegas Plan
~~w Year's Eve Party
;: Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
a~d Omega Psi Phi Fraternity
p an a New Year's Eve Pany at
tdhe Norton Air Force Base
. cer's Club. The evening will
i('.lp lude a live band, midnight
b,-:unch, party favors, cham pagne/cider, low-priced drinks
at¥i secure parking.
:;Semi fonnal attire is required.
TI:ckets can be purchased for
$a5/person by calling Rita at
7~-1959 or Gerald at 798-6995,

'klruJJ ~ <Jr> eO!ldia"', 1 1 ~
<Jluwi 'J.illJJ, IJ,u,mJ N,uv. 'lfervu. c~ qaJa Ball,!

Bertha Jennings, Lotto Millionaire #40

e;H, :/:,ec,. 31, 199.2
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"I used t o bite my n a il s wh e n t h e e n d o f t he

'Will,, I I S ~ Buffet

m o nth ro l l ed a round . But now , I go ou t a nd get a

cJkheu (!)n Sak N~

m a nicu r e in s t ea d! I kno w mon ey can' t rea lly b u y

$50 pe,, pe,IUOH,
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BR IEFS
Feeding Coalition
Provides Meals For
Those Less Fortunate
The San Bernardino Fraternal
Feeding
Coalition will hold their
1
annual dinner Thursday,
December 24, 1992 for those in
I need at the Arrowhead Elks
Lodge, 1073 N. Mt. Vernon in
San Bernardino. Dinner will be
• seIVed from 12 to 4 p.m.
Transportation will be avail_,_able at the following locations:
. Welfare Department, Delman
Heights, County Hospital, H and
5th St., Park F and 6th St.,
Salvation Anny, Necholson Park
~t Meridian, Good Sheppard,
fyluscoy Liquor Store, Mill
Genter at Central and Meridian
P~rk. Pick ups will begin at 11
a.m.
For more infonnation call the
E~ Lodge at 889-6294.

•
Tr\lstees
Seek
Candidates For Baca's
Board Of Trustees Seat
Nominations are open to fill
the unexpired tenn of Joe Baca
on the San Bernardino
Community College District's
board of trustees. Baca, who
was elected to the 62nd
Assembly District on Nov. 3,
served as a trustee for the past
13 :rears. He took office in
Sacramento Dec. 7.
Trustees have advertised for
the position and expect to reach
a decision by Jan. 14. Letters of
nomination may be sent to the
SBCCD office, 441 W. 8th
Street, San Bernardino, 924011007.

Community Action Helps
Families Achieve SelfSufficiency
The Riverside County
Department of Community
!Action's F.A.S.T. (Families
Achieving Self Sufficiency
Together) Program celebrated
their first promotion ceremony
on Saturday, November 21, 1992
at the Riverside Community
College Heritage Room. Sixteen
women were recognized for their
achievements.
F.A.S.T. is a unique approach
to help families achieve economic self-sufficiency. Case
Managers forge long tenn partnerships with families to help
\them develop the necessary
kills to leave public assistance
programs and to find competitive jobs which provide health
benefits.
For further information call,
Linda Boaz at (909) 341 -8800.
'
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Hal Williams Gives Scholarships
ff E
Los
Angeles,
Mass
Communications- TV Major;
and Charles Richardson,
Manhattan Community College,
Film Production
"II
A
Major.
\ ' -i"'1 IA~
Mark
r V.

ducation is the
key," and the
memory of Mark
K. A. Williams
~ill live on through the
scholarship recipients of
...._ f\.
the memorial scholar.~ p
ship given by his
family in his name.
Mark K. A .
Williams, nicknamed CHIP,
was the avid
naturalist, anist,
musician, poet,
philosopher,
writer and son of
actor
Hal
Williams, who lost
his life on a hiking
trip in the mountains.
In the spirit of Mark
as a fun loving

'Etfucation is

11

;~~~x;ed wfs~rt~~
year's program
was appropriately
entitled "A Jean Scene." There
was a Horney the Clown, a
mime, good food, and of course
the reason for the event, scholarships.
This year 's recipients were:
Karriern C. Ahmed, Hampton
University, Communications
Major; Hardy Brown II,
Wilberforce
University,
Communications/ Marketing
Major; Jacqueline Jo Cruz,
Loyola Marymount University,
Communications Major; Beatriz
Flores, Loyola Marymout
University, CommunicationsFilm Productions Major; Canna
Henning, Cal State University
Los Angeles, Telecomrnunications and Film Major; Wendell
Hubbard, Cal Sate University
Los Angeles, Broadcasting/
Film Major; Cassandra Morgan,
University of Southern Cal,
Cinema/ Television Production
Major; Laurel Parker, Cal State
University Los Angeles,
Broadcasting Maj or; Nandi
Pointer, University of California

K.A. Williams was born in

Junior High School in Los
Columbus, Ohio where he Angeles.
received his primary education
Relocating for a brief period
in the Ohio public school sys- to the Virgin Islands , Mark
tem.
Later migrating to attended school in St. Thomas.
California, he attended Louis Returning to the States, Mark
Pasteur and John Burroughs enrolled in Northfield Mt.

;;;..
the 1(9'" Recipients of this year's scholarship
awards .
..

Dr. Addle Brown and
"Raleigh" from TV show
Amen. Justin Harrison

•
.
,.

t. ..
;£. . .

.· .

.

..N~i:

Anhusher Bush gives Williams a check towards
the scholarship fund.

Hermon private school in
Massachusetts where he gradu-ated with honors.
·•~
After graduation MarR
returned to California and
enrolled in Pitzer College in
Claremont. There he majored inj
Telecommunications. He laterlj
transferred to California State,
University, Los Angeles an4!
continued to excel. While at1
CSULA he was named to the!
Dean's List for academic excel-:
lent;wrote two full-length fea-:
ture film scripts; filmed his own:
television commercial; and:
developed several comedy pilot:
treatment ideas for commercial:
television.
:
During semester break, whileJ
on a hiking and fishing trip in
the Los Angeles National Fores~
Mark was caught in a rain an<J
snow stonn. His snow covered
body was discovered along a
hiking trail on March 26, 1977
Mark is survived by his sister,
attorney Teri Williams-Smith Q:Los Angeles, California, hi's1
brother Major Hal C .D':~
Williams Jr. USAF, his rnothe ·
Toya Andrew, St. Thoma ,
Virgin Islands and his fathe.(
actor Hal Williams of Loj,
Angeles.
_..)
Mark was an exceptiona
human being; a kindred free '
spirited soul; a loving son; and a
brilliant talent. He is sorelf
missed by all who knew him. 1:
Awards were presented b Y1
Anheuser Busch to the scholar! '
ship fund.
:f
In addition, to the event a sur~~
prise birthday was celebrated bf
the family of Melba Minter,
mother of Black Voice Publisher~
Cheryl Brown.
:: ~
The
Black
Culture '
Foundation joined in supportingt
the event, the Inland Empire was
represented well. Also involvedf
as co-sponsors of the van tri p~
was the Kaiser Permanente;~
Fontana, African-Arnericah~
Associations.

,:
Dr. Addle Brown embraced by boss
player.
Is that for me? Melba Minter Is surprised.

What About The
Homeless
The homeless stand alone today
Oh why don't they go away
some say
Outcast because they have no
home
We let them stand alone
Their lives are such a down hill
plow
Somehow we allow
Is this a price that they must
pay?
I
l And live this way from day to
I
day?
Americas riches are much and
many
' Why is it the homeless don't
have any?
Some are men, some are young,
some are
children and women
Some are old.
They 're all out there in the cold.
So what do we do to tum their
lives around and
: Help make life worth while
;But some say "They don't want
:
to work,
They don't live our lifestyle,
they' re drug addicts, alcoholics"
Not All True
i
i It could happen to you
What do we do
Put
care and concern into action
I

Hal and Marian Blackwell, a former :
school mate.
:1

Happy Birthday Melba Minter from family and friends.

11

·j

~.

twatq,rt

....

San Bernardino Black Culture Foundation was
well represented.

I
!
I

Author Pearl Thornton

)

More Industry folks.

We are family! Hal Williams sister, son and daughter-In-law and
grandson.

1~:
Miss
Black
San
Bernardino meets tele•
vision actress.

Sports

;,
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hough this be
....~• madness: What
manner of mad', ness has the Texas
Southern University
(TSU) band enacted on a electronics store in Japan? Stick a
If n in me, slap me, tell me it
isn't so! I don't want to believe
it, but its true.
I called the Texas Southern
Vice President of Information,
Chuck Smith, and much to his
chagrin, he concurred there had
~en a truly sad and deplorable
occurrence in Japan.
Smith confinned that at least
eight core individuals and
maybe 12 others were involved
in shoplifting acts. The alleged
missing goods were confiscated
at the airport and the students
were allowed to come back to
the states.
TSU released an official
statement to the Voice News
from the office of Dr. William
Harris and below is the major
gist of the release:
~ The students involved
brought great dishonor to TSU
and appropriate disciplinary
action will be enacted by the
University. The Ocean of Soul
Band has in the past brought distinction and honor to TSU, to
Houston and to Texas.

....••
..
......
~

:~
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Numerous members of the band i m p a c t :
are deeply hurt and distraught University of
by the actions of their fellow California's
members, there are 126 students Jason Kidd,
in the band. These acts by some 6 '4"
point
demean every member of TSU's guard from
student family and faculty mem- Oakland, has
bers. I personally am disgusted lead the Bears
and deplore in the strongest pos- to a 3-0 start
sible tenns such actions.
and is expectThe Band was flown in by ed to make
the Japanese to perform their them the class
uruque talents.
of the PAC 10.
Before writing this I had Kidd
has
plenty to say, but I think I will Magic like
let Dr. Harris' words in this passing skills
unfortunate incident close the and the aura to
door. I can only hope the make players
Japanese· are not so shallow in around him
their thinking to condemn and better. He was
prejudge and stereotype all also the USA
Black Americans. Things like Today's High
this tend to stay with us forev- School Player
er............... .
of the Year.
0 t h e 11 a
Voice News NCAA College Harrington,
Basketball Top Twenty: 1) 6' 10" center
Duke 4-0; 2) Kansas 5-0; 3)
Kentucky 7-0; 4) Indiana 7-1; 5)
Michigan 4-1, 6) North Carolina
5-0; 7) Iowa 5-0; 8) Georgetown
4 -0; 9) Seton Hall 6- 1; 10)
Arkansas 3-0; 11) Oklahoma 50; 12) UCLA 5-1; 13) Syracuse
5-0; 14) Purdue 4-0; 15-0; 15)
Florida State 3-2; 16) Cincinnati
3-1; 17) Arizona 2-1; 18) Tulane
5-1; 19) Georgia Tech 2-1; 20
Michigan State 3-1.

from Jackson,
Miss., has risen
·. the expectations
of Georgetown
fans and coach
John Thompson
.
and for good
:
r e a s o n .
Harrington averaged 29 points,
25 rebounds and
··
6 blocks in leading his high
·~~ ~chool team to
·· Its
second
straight
5A
championship.
Othella is stepping into some
i, Jf . . big shoes that
--•
ti'fi
preceded him as
Neophyte Champion, Riddick a Georgetown
Bowe, abdicates the wee center. Patrick
portion of the Unified Crown, Ewing, Dikembe
by not sealing a deal to fight Mutombo and
No. 1 'contenda' Lennox A I o n z o
Lewis.
Mourning are

Aiil ~

Voice News All-Americans
1st team: Forwards-Chris
Webber, Michigan & Jamal
.Mashburn, Kentucky; CenterAcie Earl, Iowa; GuardsAnfernee Hardaway, Memphis
State, & Grant Hill, Duke.
2nd team: Forwards-Glen
Robinson, Purdue & Chris
Mills- Arizona; Center-Eric
Montross, North Carolina;
Guards-Bobby Hurley, Duke, &
Jalen Rose, Michigan.

M

Jason Kidd and Othello Harrington, Hope to led California and
Georgetown to Hoopdome's promised land, and NCAA

Two freshmen make an

the men who occupied the position before him and they are
now NBA stars ............... .

Trivia Question: Who finished 6th in the National League
in batting average (.311), 4th in
runs-batted-in (103), 2nd in
home runs (34), 1st in walks
(127) & runs scored (109) and
9th
in
stolen
bases
(36)? ............ ..
What fools these mortals

be: Every time I see a story
about racial bigotry, no matter
who initiates it, I think and wonder why, how and when it will
all cease. The ugly head of
racism appears to be rearing its
nasty aura more and more frequently.
Brady Heiser, who is White,
recently quit his Crown Point
(Ind.) High School football
team, because he reported a
racial slur his coach made
against an opposing player.
After reporting what he
thought were degrading and
insensitive remarks, Heiser
could not have envisioned the
set of events that would follow
and neither could I.
His childhood friends and
teammates, more than 30 strong,
led a demonstration outside his
home and they allegedly shouted
threats and vulgarities at him,
while his mother witnessed it.
A neighbor, Ronny
D' Andrea, said, "I heard them
yelling obscenities at Brady and
'Football rules' and 'Kill
Brady'."
Heiser overheard his coach,
Brad Smith, tell another coach
that Crown Point could prevent
Merrillville 's star player, who is
Black, from reaching the end
zone by putting fried chicken
and ribs on one sideline and
watermelon on the other.

Crown Points' principle,
Robert Onda, said Smith will
not be disciplined and he is convinced the remarks do not
reflect the coach's attitude .
toward minorities.
It must be noted: there are
no Black players on the Crown
Point team.
;
Circumstances like these
makes me think, contemplate
and/or protest what fools we
mortals can be and how fragile
friendships and racial relations
are when confronted with racial
bigotry and coupled with a compromising situation. Stop the
hate! .............. .
The Inland Empire's communities come to bat: When
you speak of economics, business and/or education the Inland
Empire's communities generally
work in harmony with each
other. But when it comes to
housing a minor league baseball
franchise, each community
comes to bat, poised to steal
homebase on you and leave you
with a uninhabited baseball stadium.

Case in point: The San
Bernardino Spirit established all
kinds of attendance records during their stay in that foothill
community, but when Rancho
Cucamonga built a $7 .5 million
facility and went to bat for a
occupant, the Spirit caught the
pitch and promptly bid farewell
to San Bernardino, stopping
only to say, thanks for the memories.
With the two largest metro
areas in the Inland Empire without teams, the Red Wave dissed
Riverside to moved to a $4 million stadium in Adelanto, the
Inland Empire's baseball junkies

Continued on A-2

You're Single. We'ne Free. Why Wait?
C
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Introducing Voice Phone Matches, a Great Place to Meet Single People.
You are provided with a free personal matching ad in the Reader Qassifieds. You also receive a
free "voice mailbox" - a phone service that allows you to record and receive messages from any
touch-tone ohone.
HOW TO PLACE YOUR AD: To place a free Phone Matches ad, fill out the coupon below and
mail it to: Voice Phone Matches, P.O. Box 912, Riverside, CA 92502. The deadline for receiving
free Phone Matches ads is Tuesday at 5 p.m. Free ads are 25 words or less and run for two
weeks. No free ads will be accepted over the phone. Ads with more than 25 words cost $1.20 per
additional word. We'll send you a 5-digit mailbox number (to be printed in your ad) and a 4-digit
security code for exclusive access to your responses.
You may also place an ad by phone until 5 p.m. Tuesday by ((800) 572-5272), in our office
(1583 W. Baseline St., San Bernardino, CA 92411). The charge for these late ads is $20 for the
first 25 words plus $1.20 per additional word.
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DON'T give your last name, phone numbers and the best times to call them. You can re-record
your personal introduction once per 24-hour period. All introduc_!ions are reviewed by the readers
and go on-line within 24 hours.
To listen to your response, call (900)
860-5004 any time, 24 hours a day,
and follow the easy instructions.
You can reply any response or
more ahead, the previous
:Sresponse will be erased, so have
a pencil and piece of paper ready!
You must have a touch-tone phone ,
to ~cord a personal introduction ~

Ill
~I
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HOW TO RETRIEVE YOUR MESSAGES

or bsten to responses.

After you receive your mailbox number and private security code, you can record your personal
il)troduction. Call (900) 860-5004, 24 hours a day, and follow the easy instructions.
Use your introduction to tell more about yourself than your ad does. Give your first name; but

QUESTIONS? Call (909) 682-6070.

GUIDELINES: The Voice suggests that your Phone M atches ad contain a description of yourself, your interests and the age range you arc seeking. Phone Matches ads are available for any single p erson who is seeking a sincere relationship
with a member of the opposite sex. Ads containing explicit or implicit sexual/anatomical language will not be accepted. Ads offering anything of monetary value, including living accommodations, gifts or trips, in exchange for companionship
will be not be accepted. The Black Voice News has the legal right to reject any order fonn for any reason whatsoever. Phone Matches ads may only be submitted for publication by p ersons 18 years or older. No ads will be published seeking
persons under the age of 18. No last names, addresses or personal phone numbers will be permitted. Phone Matches ads are for individuals only. No dating services; singles clubs or commercial business may advertise in this section.

r--------~-----------------------------,
nu,
eet y~r
MUT YOUR MATCl1I Use the form below to place your
PRINT CLEARLY: (First 25 words arc FREE)

I-week Fhone Mll&che1 Ad and

OChcck here if you arc a man seeking a woman.

HIE Voice Mailbox,

0 Cbeclc here if you ,re I woman -king a man.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

12.

' 18.

13.

14.

15.

16.

11.
. 17.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25./free

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3 1.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

4 1.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

Pbcmc Mala "3ice Mlil>al: (2 wedl'.I) . ·········•·•·····-···..·······•·· ____ .,..,.....................$
Pint 25' wons. or priDtat ad (2 WCCU) ....... ..............·-··············....... ---- ......................
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_
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f__
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1 SI 20 c:acb ...........·-···-··-········· ··· - ···- .....................S

I....lae fee V.« W recffled: dta'fret da4Jne):S20 .•_•.._...- ..-··········-······--··············..S

TOTAL. - - -- · -..·-··..• · ...- ............- . ....................- ..................$

No refunds. Make check or money order payable to Black Voice News.
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AD IC<CflOd .i,

.., _.t,,q.u,lly .. ..... pmmu.
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FREE AV VEAVUNE: 5 p.m. Tuesday
M tl 11: Voice Reader Phone Matches,
P.O. 912, Riverside. CA 92502

L--------------------------------------~
DISCLAIMER: The Black Voice News assumes no liability for the content or reply to any Ready Phone Matches adverti sement. The advertiser assumes complete liability for the content of, and all replies to any advertisement or rcoorded message and for any claims made
against the Black Voice News as a result thereof. The advertiser agrees to indemnify and hold the Black Voice News and its employee harmless from all cost, expenses (including all attorney fees). Liabilities and damages resulting from or caused by the publication or
recording placed by the advertiser or reply to any such advertisement. By using the Voice's Phone Matches, the advertiser agrees not to leave his/her telephone number, last name or address in his/her voice greeting message.
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GM Will Buy From Minority Suppliers_;

G

eneral Motors Corp.
says it wants to
increase purchases
from
its
200
•minority buyers, but will insist
on getting the same type of
lower prices it wants from other
supplier.
One minority supplier said
GM merely is seeking quality,
price and service.
The No. 1 automaker's chief
of purchasing, J. Ignacio Lopez
de Arriortua, told the suppliers
Monday that it plans to increase
its purchasing from them by 20
percent by 1995, The Detroit
News and Detroit Free Press
said Tuesday.

Lopez's spokeswoman, Toni situation, and they want us to be the automaker's specifications, parts for factory robots and does
Simonetti, was out of her office very competitive in our prices," Lopez said.
60 percent of its less than $10
and didn't return a telephone said Robert - - -1!11-11!1-"-1!11■------"I like the million in annual business with
call Tuesday.
Charleston,
new approach, GM.
Companies owned by president of
but there were
Unc;er Lopez, GM is sending
members of racial minorities did Detroit-based
some
deep . teams of experts to inspect
$1 billion in business with GM C a r av an
sighs in the suppliers' plants and make
last year, or about 2 percent of Technologies
room," said recommendations for improved
the automaker's $50 billion in Inc., which
F r a n k 1 i n productivity.
purchases.
sells industrial
Harden,-owner
Hayden said minority
Lopez told the minority d,etergents to
of
H&S suppliers now can expect such
suppliers the automaker wants OM.
Rarnco Inc. of visits.
them to come up with the kind
"They want
St.
Clair
"This means I'll be getting a
of cost savings it expects from quality, price - - - - - - - - - - - - Shores. His lot of attention from GM,"
other suppliers, part of its effort and service," he said.
corn pany makes replacement Harden said. "I'm sure they' 11
to overcome rnultibillion-dollar
While pushing for lower costs
losses, the newspapers said.
and better quality, GM also will The besttires at the best
· "They do insist that this is a work closely with minority
worldwide
competitive companies to help them meet price & the best service

want some cost savings."
!
GM in 1989 signed a Fair--;i
Share agreement with thti:;
NAACP in 1989, calling for the; [
automaker
to
increase~:
purchasing from minority- ·:
owned suppliers by an :
unspecified amount.
,
The effect of the new policie~.:
on that agreement was unclear. ·_!I
The National Association oi .:
Black Automotive Suppliers !
will meet before Christmas tq i
discuss the situation, Harden :
said.
:

I

Honda And Ford Battle For Bragging Rights Guaranteed•

F

ord Motor Co. and
American Honda are
stepping up their battle
for bragging rights to
the best-selling car in the United
States.
Ford Division President and
General Manager Ross Roberts
said Tuesday the No. 2 U.S.
automaker is likely to at least
match a $500 incentive Honda is
offering dealers for each sale of
a 1993 Accord.
Honda held about a 14,700unit lead over Taurus in the race
for best-selling car through
November. On Dec. 3, it extended the dealer cash offer it had on
1992 model Accords to 1993

Please Support
OUR
Advertisers
'

I

<

·•• • h

models, spokesman Bob Butorac
said Tuesday.
"The intent is to spur sales
as we go into the final month,"
he said.
Ford, which has five of the
10 best-selling cars and trucks in
the United States, is trying to
dethrone. the Accord, which has
been the best-selling car in the
United States for three consecutive years and has become a
symbol of Japan's aggressive
presence in the U.S. car market.
Both Accord and Taurus
also have low-monthly payment
lease programs.
Honda is offering a $199 a
month five-yel!r lease with a
$500 down payment on an
Accord LX with five-speed
manual transmission.
Taurus is offering a fourspeed standard automatic on a
two-year lease at $249 a month
with $1,500 dpwn, depending on
dealer contribution.
"At this time last year,

Accord had a 99,000-unit lead,"
Roberts said after a ceremony
where the Ford Probe sports
coupe was named Motor Trend
magazine's Car of the
Year. "We're making up about
6,000 of that a month."
Reminded that a 6,000-unit
gain in December would leave
Taurus about 8,000 units behind,
Roberts smiled. "We 're not going
to come up 8,000 short," he
said.
Roberts hinted that Ford's
new incentive, which he said
would be announced some time
this week, would be direct to the
consumer rather than a dealer
program.
Honda, which builds 84
percent of the Accords it sells in
the United States in Ohio, said it
would do nothing unusual to
bolster its lead. Sales of domestically built Accords are reported each 10 days, but imported
Accords are reported only
monthly.

'

,

James White, President
The best prices on the best tires with
the best service guaranteed? Its all alt
my Goodyear Certified Auto Service
Centers.
So the next t ime your car needs
service or repair- Come see us.

69

15

r - - - - - - -:- - - - - - , r - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

I
I

I
I
I

I

'

95 Service Includes: I I
•Replace ~ and shoes
I
• Repack bean~ on non
I
drive axles

I
• Resurface/drums/rotors
B i :Specaxe• I • Inspect calipers, Wheel
ra
ia
C"yinders & hydraulics
• A,$ust and road test

3553 Nlerrlll Ave.

88 Off~r .Includes: I Riverside, CA 92056
• Drain o,I & replace ~to 51 1-8Q0-69-TJRE1
· qlJ/30wt

II
• FREE,12pt. vehicle
I I Most cars and · · inspection
11 light trucks • FREE-4 tire rotation
Lube Oil & Filter• lnSla!I new fi lle'.
II
• Lubricate cha$$1$

I
I
I
I

L------------.J L------------.J

As About Our
Nationwide
Service
Warranty

Goodyear Certified Auto
Service Centers Inland

•

~

-,

Empire Tire, Inc.
,.

SPECIAL LIMITED - TIME OFFER
AT ORANGE $HOW LINCOLN MERCURY

VW
· · · · • · ...... .... ,.,., •• •• , •• y

~,,. .
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Probe
Preferred Equipment Package 253A

NOW'S __ BEST T 10 CAlCH A COUGAR
, HUNTING FOR THE BEST VALUE?
CATCH THIS MERCURY COUGAR 15
NOW AT

$99PERMO.
.CAN DELIVER
hwrt LX 3-Door
l'rderr('d Equ ipmml Packa ge 320A/l 21A

in our inventory on:
.A.approved credit
.A.No Credit?
.A.First time buyer?
.A.Credit Problems In The Past?

$14,999

The 92 Cougar offers looks and distinctive style
and is also a terrific value! Because with this special
short-time offer you can catch many luxury features
for a lot less than Cougar's nearest competitor.

E\plor('r Xl•4 Door 4x2
l'r('forr('d Equipm('nt l'ack.11,\C940.\

Call us at

STANDARD FEATURES
•3.8 V-6 engine
•Automatic overdrive transmission
•Air conditioner
•Power front disc/rear drum brakes
•Front and rear stabilizer bars
•Interval windshield wipers
•Tinted glass

•IS" aluminum wheels
•AM/FM stereo cassette radio
•Power driver's seat
•Electric rear window defroster
•Speed control
•Tilt steeringwheel
•Power lock/light groups
•And much more!

14,999

393-9331.

We can. sell
you_ a car!

Total vehical and options'
18,319
Less California discount1
1,500
Less option pacbge discount) - - - - - - 850
Less dealer discount
1,970

Your pm•

ANY NEW CAR

Mustang LX Sedan
Preferred Equipment Packagl' 240A

HURRY, THIS CAT MOVES FAST!
ORANGE SHOW LINCOLN MERCURY
1600 CAMINO REAL
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92408
714-889-3514
1 IIIIIMlclllltf'l Swgonled Rflllf Prb lftdudiftO clelllnlltOfl, dttM'Y lftCI Cllilofflia 11111 lftCI -al
o1 Calolot,,.. 3 ...... M'tlllO$ bned on M.S.R.P. of llDl!II YS. M.S.R.P.
See JHomllown """°")

n.-

tor - . -.

F-350 Xl.l I ariat 4x2 Crew C~b
Prcforrl'd Equiprn('nl l'Mka~c 671 A

I °'9counl
Millble
°' ""°"' IIUICNNd--'r.
11111

4480 Chino Hills Pkwy,
Chino
(714) 393-9331

only

10

FORD

All Cars arc: subject to rpior sales, plus tax, license, &
Documentation Fees, and Approved Credit, Customer
Requested options are extra.

Classifieds· & Legals
..

T.he Black Voice News

GIRLS WANTED

HELP

WANTED
*AIRLINE JOBS*

F-llght attendants &
Other Occupations.
Airlines now hiring.
c·a11 1-800-998-0720.
Ext. A2000 CA.

MEDICAL

Diamond Health care
seeking RN'S, CNA's,

L:VN's, Home Health
Aldes (909) 274 - 9513.

PSYCHIATRIC
ABUSE OF
· - INSURANCE
1
FRAUD!

Anyone
having
. knowledge of abuse
. cir fraudulent bllllng
~ractlces at local
p's ychlatrlc facllltles
, or private Institutions
, call
citizens
; commission
on
human rights at 1-800869-CCHR Now.

NEWS PRO/MID

DAY AIR
PERSONALITY!

Oldles K-HITS-FM has
two openings. Must
have a minimum of 5years experience and
network style delivery
tor news, and a warm
· ajor
market
p'ersona llty for m Idctay! K-HITS-FM Is
q_wned by Henry
Broadcasting. Work
and play In Southern
California's fastest
growing area, minutes
rom snow skiing In
tee winter, and less
han two hours from
e
b~a chedst In
mmer. 5en apes
and resumes to Jan
Jeffries, Director of
Programming and
Operat ions ' KHTX K•
'
HITS-FM, P.O. Box

005 San Bernardino,
Callfornla 92412. EEO

from
California,
between 7-19, to
compete In this year's
5th annual 1993 San
Diego Pageants. Over
$20,000.00 In prizes
and scholarships.
Call today 1-800PAGEANT • EXT. 4865

Houses For
Sale

PROUD 1ST STEP •
Take yours In owning
this 3 bdrm, 1-3/4 ba,
family
kitchen
charmer.
2-car
garage,
air/heat,
sprinklers, fenced and
manicured yard for
your pleasure. Don't
doddle! Run to see,
only $109,900!
$225,000 • 1 acre
horse property 2,500
sq ft. - custom home 4
bdrm 2-1/2 bath, fam
room with fire place,

now. (909) 787-8860

Sucer Share

3 br/:tlg. Baths Selle'rs
Super Motivated. TIie
Roof. Manicured front
and back lawn. Below
mkt $113,000 Agent
Vickie 909-783-9620.

Brand
Spanking New

/Cl D.H.S. Financial, Inc.
/S&T/ D.H. Smith, President
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
flctltlous business name or
names listed above on NIA.
The flllng of this statement
does not Itself authorize the
use In this state or a flctltlous
business name In violation al
the rights or another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk or Riverside
County on 11/17/92
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on flle In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk FILENo.928191
p/12/3/10/17124/92

over 1,800 sq. ft. state
-of-the-art
home.
Approx. 1 /3 Acre. 3
FEEL CONFINED? kitchen with nook, br/2 baths. Agent
Vickie 783-9620.
Give yourself space In fenced.
this 2900 + sq. ft., 3
$229,000 - Custom FICTmous BUSINESS
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
bdrm, 2 ba, custom home 2,900 + sq ft, 3 NAME STATEMENT
NAME STATEMENT
home. Also Included, bdrm, 2 bath, 3 The following person(s) Is
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as
formal & Informal fireplaces, private (are) doing business as
SHOPPING SPREE
dining, fam room, 3 patio with spa, office SHADES OF ART
3557 A. Main St.
10800 Hole #15
fireplaces, upgrades
Riverside, CA 92505
and study, horse Riverside, CA 92503
and
space
In property.
abundance,. 69 fenced
MYRA S. PARKER
DEBORAHA K. BALDWIN
13123 16 St. West #13
horse
property. For the above homes 5006 Wlndhlll Dr.
Riverside, CA 92507
Lancaster, CA 93534
Unconflnlng design & for sale call (909) 780- This
buslnes.1 ls conducted by
This business Is conducted by
footage combine for 1633 and ask for an Individual.
an Individual •
real llve-ablllty.
ls/Myra S. Parker
/r/Deboraha K. Baldwin
Beverly.
This registrant commenced to
This registrant commenced to
MORE THAN 2 OR 3
KIDS? Room enough
for an above average
sized famlly In this 5
bdrm, 1-3/4 ba, family
rm w/flreplace, forced
air/heat, 2 car garage,
near
elementary
school. Come and
stretch out.
Only
$89,500 all terms.
PRELUDE
TO
SO METH IN G
Bl G •
Double doors open
Into
a
doubly
spacious home on 1
acre of horse property.
The 4 bdrm, 2-1/2 ba,
cuSt0 m beauty offers
amenities only custom
beauty
offers;
amenities only cu stom
can provide.
For
added space In land
and home call doubly
fast. Only$225,000.

Moreno Val lei

4 bedroom, 2.5 ba
plus Bonus room,
1,9oo sq ft, $1SS,OOO,
pool.
3 bedroom, 2.5 bath
over 11500 sq ft.,
model
perfect,
$129,300.

Lease Option for 12-24
months corner lot, 3
bedroom 2.5 b at h
1,400 sq ft present all
offers, $10,000 move
1n.

APARTMEN
FOR RENT

T

$1000 move In fee & 1
mo. free rent w/ 1 yr.
lease 909-889-4711.
APT. For Rent
2 bd rm, 1 bath,
$475.00 mo.' $300.00

deposit Franklin St.,
Riverside available

transact business under the
flctltlous business name or
nameslistedaboveonN/A
Theflllngorthlsstatement
does not Itself authorize the
uselnthlsstateofaflctltlous
business name In violation or
the rights of another under
federal,state,orcommonlaw
(sec.14400 et. seq. B& Pcocte)
statement flied with the
countyClertotRlverslde
Countyonl0/29/92
I hereby certify that this copy
Isa correct copy 0 f th eorlglna1
statement on m e In my office.
WILLIAME.CONERLY,
county Clerk
FILENo.927931
p/1'1/3/10111124192

transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on UWl/92.
The flllng or thls statement
does not Itself authori1.e the
use In this state of a ftctltlous
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on 10/27/92
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy or the orl2lnal
statement on file In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE No.927687
p/11/261,1'113/10/17/92

F1CTIT1ous BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
Thefollowlngperson(s)ls
(are) doing business as
DESERT PALM
INVESTMENTS
47340 Jefferson street
Indio, cA 92201

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as
MDARECORDS
12047 Racket Ct.,
Moreno Valley, CA 92387

D.H.S.FINANCIAL,JNc.
9016WllshlreBlvdSulte 880
Beverly HIiis, CA 90211
Callfornla
Tlllsbuslnesslsconcfuctedby

~,;;,;,;,-~-----•------iiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiillii•••••-------iiii_.iiiiiiiiii-.l
a Corporation.

DIAMITE

Lowers cholesterol and blood pressure, fights fatigue, fights

stress.

********
Try our new
Aloe Vera Plus Juice.

********
Plus many more products. (Distributor needed.)
Gwen & Art Forbes

I
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653 - 8348

Grand Opening

Shades
Of Ari
J2l. (ja{{ery
Specializing In fine multi-ethic
art, posters & collectables

1557A main slnd.
Riverside, CA
( 909) 681-1576
Hours:
Mon-Fri 10-6
Saturday 10-4

Subscribe

MILER SYSTEMS
12047Racketct.,
MorenoValley,CA 92387
DJ, MUSIC GROUP
12047RacketCt.,
MorenoValley,CA 92387
D.H.S. FINANCIAL, INC.
JOHN CASABLANCAS
CENTER OF SAN DIEGO,
INC,
12047 Racket Ct.,
Moreno Valley, CA 92387
CALIFORNIA
This business Is conducted by
a Corporation.
/Clfhe John Casablancas
Center of San Diego, Inc.
/S&T/ Rod MIiier/ President
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
flctltlous business name or
names listed above on 10-8·92
The ftllng of this statement
does not Itself authorl:r.e the
use In this state of a fldltlous
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on 11/17/92
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE,No.928362
p/12/10/17/24131/92
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doln g business as
REAL TRUCK REPAIR
330 H. Sherman Ave.
Corona, CA 91720
GREGORY JOHN DEL
VECCHIO, JR,
2901 Hemloch Pl.
Fullerton, CA 92631
This business Is conducted by
an Individual.
/s/GJ. Del Vecchio
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
flctltlous business name or
names listed above on 8/12192
The flling of this statement
does not Itself authorl1.e the
use In this state of a fldltlous
business name In violation or
the rlghts another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 14400 et. seq, B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County C lerk of Riverside
County on 12/01/92
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In m y office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE No.928471
/p/,1'1/3/10/17/24/92

oi

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following penon(s) Is
(are) doing business as
THE HELPING HAND
2450 Market St.
Riverside, CA 92501
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
GROUP HOME
2450 Market St.

Rlnrslde, CA 92501
CALIFORN~
JANOIA JOSEPH
2450 Market St.
Riverside, CA 92501

BETTY JO MATHES
2450 Market SL
Riverside, CA 92501
This business Is conducted by
a Non-Profit.
/Cl Northern California
Group Home
/s&t/Betty J. Mathes (Partner)
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
flctltlous business name or
names listed above on 8/UJ92
The flllng or this statement
does not Itself authnrize the
use In this state of a flctltlous
business name In vlolatlon of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec.14400 et. seq. B& P code)
Statement flied with the
County Clerk or Riverside
County on 12/03/92
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the r,:lglnal
statement on file In my office.
WILLIAM E. CONERLY,
County Clerk
FILE No.928520
/p/1'1/10/17/24/31/92
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S
SALE
FILE NO. 6629-1
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST,
DATED April 1, 19811,
UNLESS YOU TAKE
ACTION TO PROTECT
YOUR PROPERTY, IT MAY
BE SOLD AT PUBLIC SALE.
IF YOU NED AN
EXPLANATION OFTHE
NATURE OF THE
PROCEEDING AGAINST
YOU, YOU SHOULD
CONTACT A LAWYER.
Stan-Shaw Corporation, a
California Corporation, as
duly appointed Trustee under
the following described Deed
of Trust WILL SELL AT
PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE
HIGHEST BIDDER FOR
CASH or as set forth In
section 2924th of the Civil
code, all right, title and
Interest conveyed to and now
held under said Deed of Trust
In the property hereinafter

said Trustee
140 E. Chaparral Court, Suite

130
Anaheim HIiis, CA 92808
(714) 637,2511
/p/12/1fY17/24/92
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST
DATED August 28, 1989
UNLESS YOU TAKE
ACTION TO PROTECT
YOUR PROPERTY, IT MAY
BE SOLD AT A PUBLIC
SALE. IF YOU NEED AN
EXPLANATION OF THE
NATURE OF THE
PROCEEDING AGAINST
YOU, YOU SHOULD
CONTACT A LAWYER
Notice orTrustee's Sale Under
Deed of Trust
Notice Is hereby given that
SERRANO
RECONVEYANCE
COMPANY, as California
Corporation as trustee, or
successor trustee, or
substituted trustee pursuant to
the Deed or Trust executed by
RICHARD A. SCUDAMORE,
AN UNMARRIED MAN
Recorded September 1, 1989
In Book NIA, Page NIA, Inst.#
301032 or Official Records In
the office or the County
Recorder of RIVERSIDE
County, California, and
pursuant to the Notice of
Default and Election to Sell
thereunder recorded August
25, 1992 In Book NIA, Page
NIA Inst# 318305 of said
Official Records, will Sell on
January 15, 1993 at 9:00 A.M.
at THE ENTRANCE TO THE
PROPERTYLOCATEDAT
4301 LA SIERRA AVE., IN
THE CITY OF RIVERSIDE,
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE,
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505
at pu bllc auction, to the
highest bidder for cash
(payable at the time or sale In
lawful money of the United
States), all right, title, and
Interest, conveyed to and now
held by It under said deed In
the property situated In said
County and State and
• described as follows:
All that portion or Block 40 of

described:

La Sierra Gardens, u shown

TRUSTOR: Lastenla Wager,
a married woman as her sole
and separate propert7
BENEFICIARY: Overland
Bank, a California Banking
· Corporation
Recorded April 8, 1988 as Inst.
No. 93334, or Offldal Records
In the office of the Recorder ol
Riverside County;
SAID DEED OF TRUST
FURTHER SECURED BY
DEED OF TRUST
RECORDED AUGUST 18,
1988 as lnstrument#234744
SAID Deed Of Trust describes
the following property:
Northwest quarter of the
Southeast quarter of the
Southeast quarter of the
Northeast quarter of Section
24, Township 3 South, Range 5
West of San Bernardino Base
Meridian.

Maps, at Pages 42 to 50,

MAY BE ALSO KNOWN AS:
17928 Twin Lakes Drive,
Riverside, CA 92504
•(If a stress address or
common designation Is shown
above, no warranty Is given as
to Its completeness or
correctness).•
The beneftclary under said
Deed or Trust, by reason or
breach or default In the
obligations secured thereby,
heretofore executed and
delivered to the undersigned •
wrlteen J:)t,.-:laratlon or Default
and Demand for Sale, and
written notice of breach and or
election to cause the
u ndersl&ned to sell said
property to satisfy said
obligations, and thereafter the
undersigned caused said notice
or breach and election to be
recorded September 2, 1992 as
later, No, 331298, or Offlclal
Records In the office or the
Recorder'ofRlverslde County.
Said laws will be made, but
wlthoutconvenantor
warranty, express or Implied,
regardln& title, possession, or
encumbrances, to pay the
remaining principal sum of the
obligations secured by said
Deed or Trust, with Interest u
said note provided, advances,
If any, under the terms of said
Deed or Trust, fees, charges
and expenses of the Trustee
and of the Trusts and of the
Trusts created by said Deed or
Trust. Said sale will be held
on January 11, 1993, 3:30 PM
at the main Street entrance to
the County Courthouse, 4050
Main Street, Riverside, CA.
The total amount or the
unpaid balance of the
obllptlon secured by said
property to be sold, together
with Interest, late charges, and
ESTIMATED costs, expenses,
and advances, as or the date
hereof, Is $170,399.77. •
Stan-Shaw Corporation, as

,

by map on flle In Book 11, ol
thereor, Records or Riverside
County, Callrornla, more
particularly described as
follows:
Commencing at the most
Southerly corner of Lot 4 In
said Block 40; Thence North
33 degrees 58 feet 21 Inches
West along the Southwesterly
line or said Lot 4, a distance or
65.04 feet to a point thereon
for the True Point or
.Beginning, said point being the
most Westerly corner or Parcel
1060-15, as shown by Records
or Survey on me In Book 35 of
Records or Survey, at Pages 16
to 18 thereof', Record of
Riverside County, California;
Thence North 22 degrees 20
feet 06 Inches East, a distance
or 21.00 feet;
Thence North 01 degrees 33
feet 30 lnche., East, a distance
of 44.84 feet to the beginning
of a non-tangent curve,
concave to the West, having a
radius or 228.00 feet, from
which the center or said curve
bears North 78 degrees 15 reet
41 Inches West; Thence
Northerly along said curve, to
the left, through a central
angel or 21 degrees and arc
curve bears 50 degrees 44 feet
19 Inches West;
Thence North 09 degrees 15
feet 41 Inches West, a distance
or 10.00 feet ;
Thence North 24 degrees 25
feet 43 inches East, a distance
or 21.64 feet;
Thence North 09 degrees 15
feet 41 Inches West, a distance
or 691.31 feet; The last six (6)
courses and distances follow
the Westerly line of said Parcel
1060.15;
Thence South 56 degrees 01
feet 30 Inches West, a distance
of 408.05 feet to a point In the
Southwesterly line of Lot 2 of
said Block 40;
Thence South 33 degrees 58
feet 21 lncbes East along said
Southwesterly line of said Lot
2 and along the Southwesterly
lines or Lots 3 and 4 In said
Block 40, a distance of767.79
reet to the True Point or
Beginning.
Except an undivided one half
Interest In and to all oil, gas or
other hydrocarbon substances
and all minerals of every kind
and nature In or under or
produced form below a depth
of 500 feet from the surface or
all of the above described
property, as reserved by P.&T.
Davis Investment Company, a
corporation, et al In deed
recorded February 11, 1966
which deed provides that
P.&T. Davis Investment
Company et al shall not have
the right to d r ill, mine or
develop the above described
property or any part thereof
or to permit or license any one
else to do so for oil gas or

other hydrocarbon substances
or other minerals upon the
surface or the described real
property or any part thereof,
or above a depth of 500 feet
from the surface of the above
described real property.
APN: 142-040,008-9
The street address and other
common designation, If any, of i
the real property described
,;
above Is purported to be:
I!
4301 LA SIERRA AVENUE, ,
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505
~:
The undersigned Trustee
disclaims any liability for any ' l
Incorrectness of the street
-i
address and other common
designation, If any, shown
.)
herein.
The total amount of the
unpaid balance or the
obligation secured by the
property to be sold and
reasonable estimated costs, : {
expenses and advances al the _1
time or the Initial publication ,,
of the Notice of sale Is:
··
$2,877,640.77
In addition to cash, the
Trustee will accept a cashier's
check drawn on a state or
national bank, a check drawn
by a state or federal credit
union or a check drawn by a
state or federal savings and
loan association, savings
)
association or savings bank . •
specified In Sectlon5102 of the "
Financial Code and authorized
to do business In this state. In j
the event of tender other than .,
cash Is accepted, the Trustee ;
may withhold the Issuance of ·
the Trustee's Deed until fun<W ;
become available to the payee,)
or endorsee as a matter or
•;;
right.
Said sale will be made, but
without covenant or warranty, i
express or Implied regarding '
title, possession or
.~
encumbrances, to satisfy the •..
Indebtedness secured by said ;
Deed, advances thereunder, .·
with Interest as provided
• 1
therein, and the unpaid
j
principal or the note secured , '!
by said deed with Interest
;,,
thereon as provided In said
:,
Note, fees, charges and
expenses of the trustee and or
the trusts created by said Deed i
ofTrust.
,.
SERRANO
'.I
RECONVEYANCE
.

..

1
:l
:!
'i

COMPANY

_,

4900 RIVERGRADE ROAD, - 1
#2870
:
IRWINDALE, CA 91706
:
(818) 814-6370
I
CAROL WICKLUND
:
VICE PRESIDENT
]
Dated: December 9, 1992
:

:
I

; ,
T.F. No. 93237
I
Loan No.1104636
I
Notice Is hereby given by the 1 ,
undersigned that public sale of
the following described
:
collateral will be held at the
:
hour of9:00 A.M. on January :
15,1993
·,...,
at THE ENTRANCE TO TH~
PROPERTY LOCATED AT ::•,
4301 LA SIERRA AVE., IN -7, ·,
THE CITY OF RIVERSIDE,
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE,
:
STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
:
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505
1
I
I
Description or collateral:
I
All of the personal property, I
I
furnishings, flxtures and
I
equipment now owned by
f
debtor or In which debtor now r
has any Interest and all
~
personal property, furnishings, ~
flxtures and equipment
f.
hereafter owned by debtor or ::
which debtor may hereafter
I'
acquire any Interest, together ::
with all replacement,
::
Improvements and additions r
thereto, and place upon or
l'
about or located In or attached :
to any buildings for use In
:
connection with the operations ,:
or debtor's business on the real :·
property known as 4301 LA
:
SIERRA AVENUE,
:
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505
,
Terms: Cash In lawful money :
of the United States or
'
America certified checks,
l
cashier's checks, checks drawn l
by a State or Federal Credit
:
Union or Savings Association,
or Savings Bank, authorized to ~
do business In this State. All
'
checks must be currently
dated. In the event tender
,
other than cash Is accepted,
'
the Trustee may withhold the
Issuance ol the Trustee's Deed L
until funds become available !
to the payee or endorsee as a ;
matter of right. The sale will
be as a unit.
!
i
This notice Is given In
accordance with provisions of
Section 9504, Sub-division (3) !·
l'
of the Uniform Commercial
,'
i'
Code of the State or
California.
Serrano Reconveyance
l,p
Company
Isl Carol Wicklund
i'
Vice-President
/p/12/17/24/31/92
'j'
i'

l

i

!

I:
i

L
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,.
;;

i'
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The Black Voice News
NOTICE
INOflCE OF TRUSTEE'S
LOAN NO. 239010276/ARANT
SALE
OTHER REF.
' Loan No. 20527-8/KJPER
T.S. NO. 92-18892
T.S. No. 8142896
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT UNDER
, UNITCODEH
A DEED OF TRUST DATED Ju~
AP# 154-232-019-9
19, 1990 UNLESS YOU TAKE
T.D. SERVICE COMPANY
ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR
as duly appointed Tnastee
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE SOLD AT
A PUBLIC SALE. IF YOU NEED AN
•under the following described
, deed of trust WILL SELL AT EXPLANATION OF THE NATURE
. PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE OF THE PROCEEDING AGAINST
YOU, YOU SHOULD CONTACT A
, , JDGHEST BIDDER FOR
LAWYER.
· CASH (In the forms which are
Notice of Trustee's·Sale Under
lawful tender In the United
Deed of Trust
Notice is hereby given that
States) and/or the cashier's
G.&.L. FINANCIAL, as trustee, or
certified or other checks
' specified In ClvU Code Section sureessor trustee, or substituted
\ustee pursuant to the Deed of
:Z924h (payable In full at the
Trust executed by WILLIAM T.
slime of sale) all right, title and ARANT AND WENDY A. ARANT,
lnterest conveyed to and now
HUSBAND ANO WIFE AS JOINT
~ held by It under said Deed of
TENANTS Recorded 07/27/1990
in Book Page Inst. No. 278143
:O,,st In the property
of Official Records in the office of
hereinafter described:
the County Recorder of RIVER·
'llRUSTOR: DEBORAH C.
SIDE County, C31ifornia, and
JqPER WATA DEBORAH
pursuant to the Notice of Default
,CHRISTINE KIPER
and Election to sell thereunder
• 'BENEFICIARY:
recorded 08/19/1 992 m Book
• COMMERCIAL CREDIT
Page Inst No. 309589 of said
Official Records, will sen on
CORPORATION
12/23/1992 at 2:30 P.M. al THE
recorded Aupst, 6 1991 as
SIXTH STREET ENTRANCE TO
.. Instr. No. 269850 In Book
: page of Offlclal Records In the THE CORONA CIVIC CENTER
BUILDING 815 W. SIXTH ST
~ office or the Recorder of
CORONA. CA at public auction , to
Riverside County: said deed
the highest bidder for cash
. ~ or trust describes the following (payable at the time of sale in
lawful money of the United
• property:
States), all right, title, and interest,
EXHIBIT"A"
That portJon of Lat 1 or Block conveyed to :md now held by it
under said Deed of Trust in the
• 23 of La Granada, In the City
property situated in said County
"'of Rlvenlde, County of
and State and described as fol., .Riverside, State or California,
lows: LOT 33 OF TRACT 5513, AS
as per map recorded In Book
SHOWN BY MAP ON FILE IN
BOOK 80, PAGES 91 THROUGH
12 Pages 42 through 51
94, OF MAPS, RECORDS OF
• • Inclusive of Maps, Records of
RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CALIFOR·
,)' Riverside County, desa-lbed
NIA. A.P. NUMBER: AP# 239-292·
follows:
005-2 The street address and
Beginning at the most
other common designation. if
Wester!:, rorner of said Lot: 1: any, of the real property de·
• Thence Northeaster!:, along
scribed above is purported to be:
2845 LITCHFIELD DRIVE RIVER·
, . the Northwesterly line of said
SIDE, CA 92509 The undersigned
•;~ lot to the most Wester! y
.• corner of that certain parcel of Trustee disclaims any liability for
any incorrectness of the street
, - land conveyed to Wllllam M.
address and other common des• Meyers, et ux, by Instrument
ignation if any . shown herein
:~ recorded September 08, 1943
The total amount of the unpaid
• In Book 1009 page 414 of
balance of the obligation secured
by the property to be sold and
Official Records of Riverside
reasonable estimated costs. ex·
.~County, California; Thence
:. , Southeasterly parallel with the penses and advances at the time
of the initial publication ol the
•• , Southwesterl:, line or said Lot
Notice of sale· is: S~0B,578.54 In
• ,l to the Southeasterly line
addition to cash, the Trustee will
v Jbereof; Thence Southwesterly
accept a cashier's check drawn
along the said Southeasterly
on a state or national bank, a
line to the most Southerly
check drawn by a state or federal
credit union or a check drawn by
~~ner of said Lot 1; Thence
Northwesterly alcmg the
, a state or federal savings and loan
association, savings association
Southwester!:, line or said Lot or savings bank specified in secto point of beginning.
tion 5102 of the Financial Code
Except therefl'GIII that portion and authorized to do business in,
conveyed to the Cit:, or
this state. In the event tender
other than cash Is accepted, the
Riverside, a municipal
Trustee may withhold the issu•
• corporation by deed recorded
ance of the Trustee's Deed until
April 16, 1976 as Instrument
funds become available to the
No. 51367.
payee or endorsee as a matter of
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT
right. Said sale will be made, but
YNDERA DEEDOFTRUST without covenant or warranty,
express or implied regarding title,
DATED 8/01/91. UNLESS
possession or encumbrances. to
YOU TAKE ACTION TO
satisfy Ille indebtedness secured
PROTECT YOUR
by said Deed, advances thereunPROPERTY, IT MAY BE
der. with interest as provided
SOLD AT A PUBLIC SALE.
therein, and the unpaid principal
IF YOU NEED AN
of the note secured by said deed
EXPLANATION OF THE
with interest thereon as provided
NATURE OF THE
in said Note, fees, charges and
expenses of the trustee and of the
PROCEEDING AGAINST
trusts created by said Deed of
' YOU, YOU SHOULD
Trust.
CONTACT A LAWYER.
Dated: 11/24/1992
' 104050 STOVER STREET,
GSL FINANCIAL AS TRUSTEE BY:
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505
INTERSTATE TRUST DEED
:'Clf a street address or
SERVICE, AGENT 23382 MILL
CREEK DRII/E, SUITE 1230
q>inmon designation or
LAGUNA HILLS. CA 92653 REF I
property Is shown above, no
92· 18892 (714) 707-5059 By:
warranty Is given as to Its
M. EDGAR FORECLOSURE
~mpleteness or C10rrectness)." LISA
TECHNICIAN ·
The beneficiary under said
QPP 9129 DEC.3,10,17,1992
Deed of Trusl, by reason of a
NOTICE
breach or default In the
LOAN NO.
obligations secured thereby,
00667486/THOM PSON/R IVERSI
heretofore executed and
OTHER REF.
•~livered to the undersigned a
T.S. NO. 92-1 B996
written Declaration of Default
YOU ARE IN 0EFAULT UNDER
A DEED OF TRUST DATED May
and Demand for Sale, and
24, 1991 UNLESS YOU TAKE
written notice of default and
ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR
otelectloo to cause the
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE SOLD AT
undersigned to sell said
A PUBLIC SALE. IF YOU NEED AN
property to satisfy said
EXPLANATION OF THE NATURE
obligations, and there after the
OF THE PROCEEDING AGAINST
undersigned caused said
YOU, YOU SHOULD CONTACT A
LAWYER.
nptlce of default and of
Notice of Trustee's Sale Under
election to be recorded
Deed of Trust
September ·2, 1992 as Instr.
Notice is hereby given that
.No. 331300 In Book of Official
BENEFICIAL
MANAGEMENT
Records In the office of the
CORPORATION OF AMERICA, as
~rder or Riverside county:
trustee, or successor trustee or
, S;ild Sale will be made, but
substituted trustee pursuant to
the Deed of Trust executed by
, wJthout covenant or warranty,
STEPHEN C, THOMPSON ANO
express or Implied, regarding
BETTIE THOMPSON, HUSBAND
title possession, or
AND WIFE AS JOINT TENANTS
encumbrances, to pay the
Recorded 05/31/1991 in Book
r~ainlng principal sum of
Page Inst. No. 181731 of Official
tlJe note(s) any, under the
Records in the office of the
County Recorder of RIVERSIDE
tenns of said Deed of Trust,
r~ charges and expenses or County, C3Iifornia, and pursuar.t
to the Notice of Default and ElectJie Trustee Said sale will be
tion to Sell thereunder recorded
held on:
08/31/1992 in Book Page Inst
January 8, 1993, at 3:30 p.m.
No. 326410 of said Official Reat the Main Street entrance to
cords, will se11 on 12/31/1992 at
th,e:county Courthouse,
2:30 P.M. at THE SIXTH STREET
·40$0 Main St., Riverside, CA
ENTRANCE TO THE CORONA
CIVIC CENTER BUILDING 815 W.
At the time or the Initial
SIX1:H ST. CORONA, CA at public
publication of this notice, the
auction, to the highest bidder for
'total amount of the unpaid
cash (payable at the time of sale
balance of the obligatlon
in lawtul money of the United
SHured by the above
States), all right, title, and interest,
conveyed_to and now held by ii
deicrlbed deed of trust and
under said Deed of Trust in the
estimated costs, expenses, and
property situated in said County
ad\'ances Is $83,333.25.
and State and described as folIt Is possible that at the time
lows: That portion of Lot 83 of
of sale the opening bid may be Woodcrest Acres No. 5, as shown
less than the total
by Map on file in Book 14, Pages
Indebtedness due.
and 68 of Maps, Records of
Date: 12/09/92
Riverside County, C3Iifornia. Commencing at the Southwest corner
T.D. SERVICE COMPANY
of said Lot 83; Thence Easter~
as said Trustee,
Sandra M. Armenta, Assistant along the Souther~ line of said
Lot, North s9• 46' 30" East
Secretary
307.99 feet to the True Point of
601 South Lewis St, Orange,
Beginning; Thence North o· 15'
CA 92668
oo· West, · 331.78 feet to a point
IF AVAILABLE, THE
on the Northerly line of said Lot
83; Thence Easter~ along said
EXPECTED OPENING BID
Northerly line North 89" 45' Easl
MAY BE OBTAINED BY
153.52 feet; Thence South o· 15:
CALLING THE
oo· East, 311 .85 feet to said
FOLLOWING TELEPHONE Souther~ line; Thence South 89'
NUMBERS ON THE DAY
46' 30" West, 153.52 feet to the
BEFORE THE SALE: (714)
True Point of Beginning. Together
385-4837 OR (213) 627-4865.

,•as

6!

• t,·

with that portion of Lot 83 of
Woodcrest Acres No. 3, as shown
by Map on file in Book 14 Pages
67 and 68 of Maps, Riverside
County Records, described as
follows: Beginning at the Southwest corner of said Lot 83;
Thence along the Souther~ line of
said Lot 83; North 39· 46' 30"
East 467.51 feet to the True Point
of Beginning; Thence North o·
15' oo· West 331.85 feet to the
Northerly line of said Lot 83;
Thence along said Norlher~ line,
South 89" 45' West 7 feet to the
Northeast corner of the land
described in the Deed to Gregory
L. Jones and wi1e Gloria J.. recorded November 21, 1979 as
Instrument No. 248610, Riverside
County Records; Thence along
the Easterly line of said land of
Jones, South o· 15' oo· East
331 .85 feet to said Soulher~ line
of said Loi 83; Thence along said
Southerly line, North 39· 46' 30"
East 7 feet to the True Point of
Beginning, as described by that
certain Deed to Gregory L. Jones
and wife, Gloria J . recorded June
23, 1981 as Instrument No.
116585 of Official Records. Note:
Monument fee assessment re•
quired by County, amount
$10.00. A.P. NUMBER: 274-210·
045-1The street address and
other common designation, if
any, of lhe real property de•
scribed above is purported to be:
17445 SUNSET VIEW DRIVE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506 The un·
dersigned Trustee disclaims any
liability for any incorrectness of
the street address and other
common designation, if any,
shown herein. The total amount
of the unpaid balance of the obli·
gation secured by the property to
be sold and reasonable estimated
costs, expenses and advances at
the lime of the initial publication
of the Notice of sale is:
$24,073.66 In addition to cash,
the Trustee will accept a cashier's
check drawn on a state or national bank, a check drawn by a
state or federal credit union or a
check drawn by a state or federal
savings and loan association,
savings association or savings
bank specified in section 5102 of
the Financial Code and authorized
to do business in this state, In the
event tender other than cash is
accepted, the Trustee may with·
hold the issuance of the Trustee's
Deed until funds become available
to~ the payee or endorsee as a
matter of right. ·Sai<I sale will be
made, but without covenant or
warranty, express or implied
regarding title, possession or
encumbrances, to satisfy lhe
Indebtedness secured by said
Deed, advances thereunder, with
interest as provided therein, and
the unpaid principal of the note
secured by said deed with interest
thereon as provided in said Note,
fees, charges and expenses of the
trustee and of the trusts created
by said Deed of Trust.
Dated: 12/07/1992
BENEFICIAL MANAGEMENT

CORP. OF AMERICA AS TRUSTEE
BY: INTERSTATE TRUST DEED
SERVICE, AGENT 23382 MILL
CREEK DRII/E, SUIT£ 1230
LAGUNA HILLS, CA 92653 REF I
92-18996 (714) 707-5059 By:
LISA M. EDGAR FORECLOSURE
TECHNICIAN
QPP 9342 DEC.10,17,24,1992
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
THE FOLLOWING
PERSON(S) IS (ARE) DOING
BUSINESS AS:
VIP INTERNATIONAL
3741 Merced Dr. Building 3
Sulte#2
Riverside, CA 92503
ZULMA VALENZUELA
3741 Merced Dr. Building 3
Sulte#2
Riverside, CA 92503
PAULPASHEK
3741 Merced Dr. Building 3
Sulte#l
Riverside, CA 92503
This business Is conducted by:
Co-Partners.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
names listed above on NIA
The filing or this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(sec. 1400 et. seq. b & p code)
Statement tiled with the
county clerk of Rlver.iide
County on date Indicated by
November 18, 1992
I hereby certlr:, that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
William E. Conerly,
'
County Clerk
File No. 928261

"WORK AT . HOME"
Assembly, crafts,
typing and more up to
$500.00 plus a week
possible
for
Information write
SOURCE P.O. BOX
5312, DEPT 86,
CHULA VISTA, CA
91912

Thursday, December 17, 1992

FROM F/P

ON E ON ONE

RHEUBOTTOM

Norco; had a new home built in 1974, in
Riverside, and moved there with her husband and
five children. The first time she ran for City
Council in 1980, she won the election for the 7th
Ward. She had a four year lapse in service and
again ran for City Council for the second time in
1987 and won.
(1) QUESTION . 1987 CITY COUNCIL
ELECTION. In 1987 your husband was diagnosed with terminal lung cancer and he died in
September. You were in the race for City Council.

FROM F/P

State University Library Board, member Inland Empire
Diabetes Board, member corporate Board, San
Bernardino Community Hospital, member Western
Insurance Information Service speaking on fraud in
insurance, one of the original organizers of the Cheryl
Bess project which has now reached over 1/2 million
dollars, member and past President of Serra Club of
San Bernardino; Gov. Elect of District 127 of Serra
International; President of San Bernardino County
Grand Jurors Association; honorary member of the
Swans; past member of Selective Service Board #131;

::~;:m:;~;::U~~

~s:a~~~fL~:~~~~!a~~~~!

ti@fi;.,JN::~

Th~~::;;:
the cam;:~~;:s~:
paigning of the election and the caring and griev- Terry Frlzzel
tor at St. Anthony's Catholic Church, and works with
ing of your husband's illness and death?
Catholic Charities of the San Bernardino Diocese;
ANSWER: I was approached for the second time to run for City Council after my served 6 yrs. as consumer representative for the State
husband's diagnosis. I accepted. I thought it would be the best thing for me to do, Insurance Commissioner 1985-1991, has an award
because of the fact he was terminal and it was something I could do to devote and named after him by Adult Correction Advisory Council
give time to the City and help me as well. So it was at that time I ran for City Council of the San Bernardino County Probation department,
of the Seventh Ward, La Sierra and won. During that tenn in office in 1989, the elec- . supports and works with Boys and Girls Club of San
tion for mayor was coming up. People kept asking me to run and feeling so strongly I Bernardino.
about a need for a change, that's when I decided to run for mayor, and in a run of elecBesides his involvement in the community
tion against encumbent Ab Brown, I won the mayoral election.
Rheubottom was proud to be a friend of Webster's.
(2) EDUCATION: Tell me about your educational background.
Webster was very proud of Rheubottom 's involveANSWER: I was raised in Ohio and attended Kent High School, dropping out in the ment. Black Voice was told to look at a particular
10th grade and went back to school to finish some college courses, and real estate photo in his office, and he said Rheubottom was praccourses and continued going back to scbool getting courses and credits.
ticing what he preached, education and involvement.
(3) QUESTION: Talcing into consideration your educational background and where
Webster grew up without a father and made it
you are now, what would you say to inspire the minority youth of today?
through the depression, all this profoundly affected who
ANSWER: Education is important I came from a family that did not speak English, he was and what he became. He mentored many,
and I'm the youngest of thirteen. Some of my family went on to college but I was very al ways giving a kind word and he seemed to have a
independent and wanted to quit school and go to work. Some of the teachers came to genuine love for his fellowman. From the children at
my house to try and talk me out of it, to no avail. So, later I went back to school and got the school, the young adults, adults, and the senior citian education in areas I was interested in. But this was after I had a family. It was kind zens- he always had time to do a good deed for someof piecemeal and it was so much harder that way. Get your education, take advantage one.
of everything that is available for youth training in education and stay with what truly
The speaker for the program Arnold Garson, Editor
interests you.
of the Sun, spoke of Webster and his role in the life of
(4) QUESTION: REAL ESTATE. Real Estate was your mainstay. ls that what ini- the daily paper. He said "George thought we should
tially got you into the political arena and motivated you?
provide infonnation to help the citizens go about their
ANSWER: No. Growth Control did. I was in real estate and involved in different daily life. Webster felt we must provide a forum for
outlandish issues, but that's not what motivated me. It was because of the fact there was ideas and he spoke of how he always kept in contact
an influx of population coming into the City of Riverside from outside the area. A lo with him on important issues."
of people I sold to moved out here because they wanted a better quality of life. They
In his talk Garson further spoke on the "Role of the
liked the affordability of housing and the rural attnosphere but when the growth in the Press in Society". Using Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania as an
late 1980s came, the people started to see problems and changes, like the crowding o example, because they were on strike, he told of how .
schools and the character of our particular neighborhood and area. People started to get business fell off for merchants; the Pirates had less ·
upset in our community so we arranged a meeting with the council representatives and attendance; people didn't go to the movies because they
going down to city council meetings to raise our objections; feeling like they were didn't know what was playing, and college graduates
falling on deaf ears. At that time we needed something that would really have the coun- couldn't find a job.
cil listen to us. So I got active with other citizens and supported Measure "B" in 1977
Garson said these are things Webster was concerned
which was narrowly defeated. So, in 1979 when the growth took off there were four about and that, the paper does it's best to provide a .
council seats up. We felt we needed some type of representation. So we put Proposition forum for ideas.
UCR on the ballotS with which I had a lot of activity. We also felt if we could change
Proceeds from the annual affair will benefit LIFEcomposition of the council that would help. That's when I was asked to run for city LINE Medical Communications, one Unit for Mrs. •
council and won for the first time.
George Webster and funding for future awards.
(5) QUESTION: GROWTH CONTROL
Contributions can be sent to Inland Empire Medical
Why do you think that growth controlt had such an appeal to the people of Riverside Communications, 301 Vanderbilt Way, Suite 210, San~.
Community, or do you think they were just ready for change?
Bernardino.
ANSWER: No. People could see how the population was so rapidly changing. ==================="
People are not again5l change in an orderly and gradual manner but this was the fastest
growing population in lhecountry and in California. Council members at the time were
Through his efforts the students were promised
not paying attention. So when people saw someone addressing the problems they all scholarships for participating in the CCC.
jumped on the bandwa$oo because they felt the same way and joined the movement
The idea which was the brain child of Socorro
(6) QUESTION: They say your campaign was the most competitive ever in the Quintera, had come full circle. It all began when
race for Mayor. You are the first female mayor in Riverside. I congratulate you. They Quintero sent home letters to parents stating simply
say you are a fighter. Has being mayor and the slow process of bureaucracy taken the that your child shows potential for college, please come
wind out of your sails or the fight out of your system when trying to get things and s
find out about tte program. The school was overdone for Riverside.
whelmed with the great numbers of parents and the
ANSWER: No. I was just saying how An Pick and I have our todos. I say what I CCC was born.
think and he says what he thinks also. But, no, I feel that's all part of my job. I know
Seymour continues his quest to save the children,
some people don't like my style. People want representation and if I'm speaking what : but has become a little discouraged. "People say they
these people are feeling, then the community identifies and welcomes that type of rep- are going to help." He contends every adult should just
resentation. If I strongly believe in something I will stick up for it and fight as a matter stop by the school see how things are going.
of principle and as a matter of fact, that's what I was elected to do.
"They are mistreating our children." He said, as
(7) QUESTION: List some campaign promises and did you manage to keep some long as no one is monitoring the schools they will conofthem.
tinue to mistreat them. The only people who shouldn't .
ANSWER: Yes, I created responsible leadership and an open door policy. Giving visit the schools are pedifi.les. The reason some teachCity Hall back to the people. People should feel free to call on me. I encouraged ers mistreat children is that they are only there for the '
involving different religions also. I'm prudent with taxpayers money, facial responsibil- paycheck," he said, "they evaluate themselves, and we ,
ity, vetoed the new utility building down and encouraged quality growth.
never go to school."
• I have been working with the council and having goal setting sessions also.
Seymour says we are losing children because o
CRIME: Crime on east side: prostitution and drugs. I fonned University Task teacher neglect; because the infonnation taught is irrelForce- involved in it Bus- Police • City • Code Enforcement - Planning Departmen evant; and because usually the top three administrators
Redevelopment. I started Commercial Crime Watch which expanded to other parts O are White, (in the case of Blacks). He doesn't leave
the City like the North side that which Ron Loweridge is doing to make changes.
Black parent off the hook. He says "Black people are
At Risk Task Force for Youth that started out Riots. 1 brought into it the Chamber O not involved with their kids." While he offers the sysCommerce; Business Leaders; Educators; Some Drug Addicts; even Chancellors from tern is teaching (Black) children, they don't want to
UCR and from RCC, superintendents from both schools, etc., and broke it down into read or do math, and giving them excuses when they do
seven different committees working on the problems for the area. Now we have a per- not succeed. he doesn't understand this because he
manent Mayor Youth Alliance.
says, "Without students, teachers couldn't draw their
PICK-UP NEXT WEEK'S PAPER TO READ PART II OF ONE ON ONE welfare checks."
"I'm not anti-school and I'm not teacher bashing,"
said Seymour. "I feel the children are the customers
i and the schools should do what they are suppose to
S EYMOUR F ROM RIGHT
~
'. do ..... Teach children to be successful." In addition he
Seymour again becomes discouraged because he has adds, I'm not bashing I've been married to a teacher 47
hundreds of bikes which are in need of repair but no years."
one will help. His son, Bobby, has helped him to repair
The latest venture Seymour has taken on is the one
~
many and to teaches the young peopl~ who help.
which involves Adopt-A-Bike Program. Every year
!=:.,.
Anyone who would want to donate a new or used the Optimist Club, gives away one or two bikes and
bike
to the Optimist Club, or volunteer time either Seymour said, he'd heard of the program in Whittier,
.f:::,,
repairing bikes or doing office work call him at (909) California. This year Christmas came early for owners
888-1695, 1180. Ninth St. Suite A-1, San Bernardino. of 51 refurbished and new bikes. CONTINUED LEFf

Seymour From F/P
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Ebony Crest Beauty Salon
Anniversary
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Just Come In And
Say Hello!

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS
As WE LEAVE Tins YEAR
WE ARE OFFERING GREAT

HAIR SALES!
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•ALL SERVI~!

CELEBRATIO N
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•STYLED HAIRCUTS
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•CURLS
•WEAVES

7028 Magnolia • Riverside, CA 92506 • (909) 686-1290
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